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Introduction
This may only be Forbes and Fifth’s third issue, but this magazine has already
proven itself as a staple of undergraduate articulation. We editors intend to
cultivate an environment of pure expression, free from the condescension of
an exclusionary literary publication. All undergraduates are welcome to submit to Forbes & Fifth, by any mode scientific, historical, lyrical, or otherwise
creatively inclined.
Any doubt we may have once possessed has been struck from our minds.
We believe wholeheartedly in our writers, the passions they pursue, and the
words they share with us. A faith has been continually established between
our editors and those who pursue their fervor, in hopes of developing a bond
that goes beyond the medium of the work itself and steps confidently into
the realm of intellectual affinity.
With this third issue, we exhale, releasing the cautions of preliminary works
and initial reviews. The tensions of an inaugural scrutiny both by peers and
University staff did not threaten our first two issues, but certainly added to
the momentous relief of surviving and conquering yet another semester. By
now, we feel that we have proven to be a publication worth preserving. But
again, we are only as strong as our collaborators, those with the bravery to
submit and await our judgment. Without the collective impetus of our writers to delve deep, pour into the unseen cracks, and uproot those topics that
would otherwise remain overlooked, Forbes and Fifth would certainly struggle to fulfill its goals. For this, we thank our writers and all those who submit
issue after issue, who make our jobs feel like an excavation, or a peculiar,
literary safari.
To the University of Pittsburgh and the Dietrich School of Arts and Sciences
for supporting us in our infant hour, and to those who peruse these pages
with an open heart and a discerning yet desirous eye, we would like to thank
you. Be you the fuel to our fire, or the fire under our feet, we editors regard
our readers and devotees with the upmost respect and sincerest thanks for
instilling life into a vital source of undergraduate voice.
Please enjoy what we have in store for you in this, our third issue of Forbes
and Fifth magazine.
Hail to Pitt.
-The Editors
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Cover Art:
An Investigation of the Separation
Between the Physical, the Imaginary, and the Virtual

Julia Betts, Confine, digital print, 2012 2013
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Betts

In the summer of 2012, with the support of the Office of Under
graduate Research, Julia Betts was able to work on one single pro ect
over a prolonged period of time. This e perience allowed her to delve
deeply into her own intentions and motivations behind an artistic pro
cess she invented.
The process for creating wearable sculptures is based upon a
series of media translations including painting, sculpture, costume,
photography, and performance . Starting with a photograph of herself,
Julia manipulates the image digitally on Photoshop with the smudge tool
to create colorful, lined streaks that appear to stretch the body. These
manipulated images, the smudges specifically, are source material for
the sculptures. Julia paints the digital manipulations to cotton fabric and
transform the smudges into wearable ob ects. She is then photographed
wearing and performing in these pieces.
Through these actions, a previously screen based ob ect is made
tangible and given a three dimensional space to occupy. Julia initiated
this process because it melds the physical, the digital, and the imaginary,
but as the pro ect evolved over the summer, she began to find more per
sonal meaning in the process. As Julia pulled the smudge tool across
the image of her body, she envisioned pulling against the restriction of
skin or pulling skin over herself as a source of protection. Through this
process, she is stretching the e ternal layers of her own identity in an
attempt to withdraw, bind, purge, depart, conceal, and confine herself.
To contact Julia, please email her at JGB15 pitt.edu. To see the
rest of this series of photographs, please visit the Forbes & Fifth Web
site, to be launched in fall 2013.

Front cover: Julia Betts, Depart, digital print, 2012 2013
Back cover: Julia Betts, Bind, digital print, 2012 2013
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Julian Day Cooney

J

ulian Day Cooney is from Philadelphia, PA, and is a senior at the University of Pittsburgh, majoring in Philosophy, Neuroscience, and English
Writing with a concentration in poetry.
He has had poetry published in Collision
Magazine and is the poetry editor for
Three Rivers Review. After graduation,
he plans to earn a PhD in Cognitive Neuroscience.
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Define Repair.
Cameron Michael Swaim, a boy of twenty, approached his fa
ther’s pulpit in front of hundreds of members of Garden Grove Friends
Church—a uaker church in Orange County, CA. He stared out at fa
miliar faces, and they welcomed him with a respectful silence. He was
raised in the church, the son of the head pastor, Mark Swaim. He is in
the uaker ministry’s equivalent of seminary: a three year program that
educates and trains students in the theology and history of the Chris
tian uaker tradition so that they may one day become uaker pastors.
At the time of the sermon, Cameron was only in his first month of the
program. It was his first sermon, and his nervousness was evident as he
stumbled through phrases and frantically ipped through pages as he
located the relevant scripture passages he had chosen in the preceding
weeks. Despite the an iety, his voice had a practiced steadiness, pausing
for the best word to use, never searching for it out loud.
He defined words from scripture and analy ed etymologies from
their Greek origins Repent is from the Greek word meaning a change
of mind.’ 1 He began the discussion with the assertion that prayer must
be transformative: a way for God to proofread the stories we tell our
selves. There’s a specific story that God constantly brings to my mind
for me, he continues after a pause. That story that I tell myself is that
I will always be re ected. He pauses intermittently between clauses,
his words echoing over the white noise of the recording. These stories
create our sinful nature because they infest our minds warp them
distract them from God so therefore we cannot understand what God
is trying to tell us So we need to change the stories, we need to change
our sinful nature, we need to change the way that we think.
These stories Cameron describes are our rationali ations that
we assemble and use to ustify our actions to ourselves and to the people
around us. They are the lists of trespasses a coworker had conducted
that earned them the title of traitor. They are the DI psychoanalytic
e planations of a lover’s unchangeable aws that grant us the ability
to say no more. They are also the pronouncement that we’re young,
and thus can buy packs of cigarettes without having to worry about the
repercussions. Cameron has grown up to find that the possible ustifica
tions we search for in ourselves are too numerous and too differing to
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say this is the best way. That is, until he found faith, which steadied
his swaying, questioning soul. The answer reverberated throughout his
rationality: any story that does not have its roots in the Word of God is,
comparatively, unimportant.
Much of the sermon was in regard to this disconnect between
what we want and what God wants, the morals we invent and the morals
set forth in scripture. The language he used was abstract with the e cep
tion of one moment that was conspicuously concrete: We have this
ability to ask God, Why ’ We have this ability to come before God and
present our requests This past month we prayed that Governor Brown
would not sign the bill SB 11 2. I can’t tell you how many times I was
on my knees in tears, begging God, for my children. It was in this mo
ment that his voice quivered from a subdued sob, deep in the throat—a
potential humiliation that was almost completely suppressed, the minute
twitching of vocal cords squeaking through the defenses. He continued.
Governor Brown signed this bill and I was furious questioning God,
Why ’
SB 11 2 is a bill stating that any se ual orientation change
efforts attempted on a patient under 1 years of age by a mental health
provider shall be considered unprofessional conduct and shall sub ect
the provider to discipline by the provider’s licensing entity. 2 The con
troversial bill passed through California’s Senate and was eventually
approved by Governor Jerry Brown on September 30, 2012. The bill’s
passing was considered a ma or win for LGBT activists, both for being
the first of its kind and in preventing parents from forcing their homo
se ual or bise ual children, directly or through coercion, to attend so
called reparative therapy, also sometimes called se ual conversion
therapy or se ual reorientation therapy. The bill was approved on the
basis that the California government has the ability to prohibit the prac
tice of any therapeutic techniques deemed unscientific and potentially
harmful to the patient. In Governor Brown’s words, This bill bans non
scientific therapies’ that have driven young people to depression and
suicide. These practices have no basis in science or medicine and they
will now be relegated to the dustbin of quackery. 3
Cameron has attended reparative therapy since the age of fif
teen, and has done so voluntarily. I wasn’t prepared to deal with the
situation at hand, he told me, and my parents weren’t prepared to deal
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with the situation at hand. The situation was his same se attraction
refusing to use the term homose uality for a condition in remission .
Repeatedly, in fact, he paused in our discussion to look up definitions
for words—not because he didn’t know what they meant, but because he
wanted to know the e act definition of the words he was using, such as
orientation, addiction, and habit. He preferred to call homose u
ality an addiction because it got in the way of his happiness, his home
life, and, most importantly, his relationship with God. My homose u
ality ruins relationships, he e plained. It interferes with school, work,
and my priorities.
Cameron was not a se addict in the way one tends to think
of them: barhopping alone, looking for anonymous se , and doing so
without an off switch. This interference all comes back to his relation
ship with God. Ultimately for Cameron, being a cook at Pi a Hut forty
hours per week was for God. Being a pastor was for God. Devotion to
family was even for
God. Cameron’s sto
“T he Bible is t he o utl ine o f ho w
ry is that, Love from
to earn G od’ s ap p r o v al , and the
humans is always
Bib le’s stance o n ho mo s ex ual conditional. Parents,
ity is w hat C ame r o n c al l e d ‘ c utfamily—they’re still
and-dry.’ ”
human. In compari
son to God—who is
love—we will always fall short. He tells this story because he is as
sured that nothing is greater than the pursuit of God’s approval. The
Bible is the outline of how to earn God’s approval, and the Bible’s stance
on homose uality is what Cameron called cut and dry.
He proceeded to tell me in a matter of fact, rehearsed manner
that his same se attraction had begun at age four. I did not understand
this initially, so he e plained that he had had se ual encounters with
a male cousin and that this had been the seed of his same se attrac
tion—Cameron does not remember this, but he is told. In actuality, he
consciously remembers his first emotional feelings toward another
boy at ten. He now knows he was confused, but when he looked at the
other boys and felt a vivid attraction, it masked the confusion. He
now knows the clarity of his attraction lured him into the lifestyle.
With the persistent reinforcement of the gay as sin edict from his Bible
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study groups, parents, friends, coworkers, pastors, and, now, therapists,
he now knows why his homose uality had always felt so unnatural to
him: gay is unnatural. With his insulation from the sinful secular com
munity of public high school and deciding to be homeschooled, he now
knows society and my views don’t line up on certain things. He has
spoken to men who have successfully changed. He now knows he can
change the story he tells himself—he now knows that the story he tells
himself is all that is keeping him tethered to his sinful attractions.
E gay proponents largely e ist in Evangelical Christian de
nominations and believe that homose uality, as well as other se ual
deviancies, is a life choice. Furthermore, homose uality is a sin in the
eyes of God, and a Christian with such desires should either be helped
out of their af iction or, if they fail to renounce their lifestyle, become
e communicated. The help that can be offered is reparative therapy—
whether this is counseling from a pastor or a professional reparative
therapist—giving these con icted individuals their Right to Self De
termination.
Immediately following the SB 11 2’s passing, a lesser known
group of activists, collectively called the E Gay movement, de
clared that their
rights were violated
“ The d i s cou rse on the homo by the bill and filed
s ex ua l li festyle has changed
a lawsuit headed by
s omewha t since the 19 90 s; the
Aaron Bit er and
‘c hoi c e’ of hom osexu ality is no
the Pacific Justice
longer the choice to have the
Institute— dedicated
s a me-s ex attraction, b ut has
to defending reli
bec ome t he choice to attempt
gious, parental, and
t o cha ng e it or not.”
other
constitution
al rights. 4 Bit er
claims to have been a reparative therapy success story, purporting that
his same se attraction waned away completely, while his heterose ual
ity wa ed. While e gay critics argue that homose uals are often pres
sured into entering these therapies against their will, Bit er uses the
same argument in favor of them: It’s important for these therapies to be
available for minors because they need to have the freedom to e plore
their se uality for themselves and not be pressured into taking on an
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entire identity based on certain biological reactions that they have. 5 The
discourse on the homose ual lifestyle has changed somewhat since the
1990s the choice of homose uality is no longer the choice to have the
same se attraction, but has become the choice to attempt to change it or
not.
Brad Dacus, President of PJI, declared that, This outrageous
bill makes no e ceptions for young victims of se ual abuse who are
plagued with unwanted same se attraction. 6 This statement is refer
ring to the collection of psychoanalytic theories that claim a traumatic
event in childhood is often the source of homose ual urges due to a dis
torted view of what se is supposed to be, and was forced upon the child.
Although once popular prior to the 1960s, the popularity of these theo
ries did not survive the movement in psychology in the 0s and 0s that
focused less on psychoanalytic approaches and more on empirical e
perimental designs. On top of this, in 19 4 the American Psychological
Association declared that Homose uality and Bise uality be taken out
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders DSM —
and thus, se ual orientation not be an issue of mental health any lon
ger. This removal significantly reduced the amount of psychoanalytic
pursuits of a cure for which there was no disorder. et, a minority of
psychologists are still proponents of the categori ation of Homose ual
ity as a disorder—the late Charles Socarides, M.D., especially, was the
largest supporter of this view.
Dr. Socarides learned Psychoanalysis in the tradition of Freud—
believing that the unconscious mind goes through sequential develop
mental steps, and that disruption at any point can causes behavioral
abnormalities. My long clinical e perience and a si able body of psy
choanalysis research dating all the way back to Freud tell me that most
men caught up in same se se are reacting, at an unconscious level, to
something amiss with their earliest upbringing—overcontrolling moth
ers and abdicating fathers. Through long observation I have also learned
that the supposedly liberated homose ual is never really free. In his mul
tiple, same se adventures, even the most effeminate gay was looking
to incorporate the manhood of others, because he was in a compulsive,
never ending search for the masculinity that was never allowed to build
and grow in early childhood.
Despite being an advocate of this absent father, overbearing
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mother hypothesis from very early in his career, Dr. Socarides’s first
son, Richard Socarides, came out as gay to his father in 19 6 and has
been a ma or gay activist since the early 1990s.9 Dr. Socarides did not
mention the se uality of his son in any interview or publication, and did
not mention any ustification for the emergence of homose uality in his
son under his own rubric of parental imbalance. Needless to say, if his
theory of homose uality was correct and he was truly trying to prevent
homose uality in his own children, he would have been in the ideal po
sition to raise non deviant, heterose ual children.
Instead of reconsidering his theory after his son’s coming out,
he co founded the National Association for Research Therapy of Ho
mose uality NARTH in 1992, which aims to be a professional, scien
tific organi ation that offers hope to those who struggle with unwanted
homose uality. This organi ation continues to be the largest supporter
of reparative therapy in America, and aims to preserve scientific diver
sity as well as the patient’s right to therapy.10
Both the anti gay and pro gay groups claim that the oth
er is founded in unsound logic. Both claim the other is discriminating
against them. Anti gay
proponents claim that
“T he ‘th ere’ s no thing w r o ng
homose uality is men
w ith b eing g ay’ arg ument is
tally unhealthy caus
recip rocated b y the ‘ the r e’ s
ing depression and of
no t hi ng w r o ng w i t h g i v i ng
ten leading to suicidal
someone the t h e righ t t o se l fideations , whereas the
de te r minati o n ’ ar gume nt. ”
pro gay camp claims
that conversion thera
pies are mentally unhealthy they only succeed in forcing the patient
to repress their homose uality instead of changing it . Specifically, the
type of repression encouraged by many reparative therapies has been
known to inspire self loathing, lowered self esteem, hopelessness, and
depression.11
Even the organi ation Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbi
ans and Gays PFLAG 12 is reciprocated by the anti gay organi ation
Parents and Friends of E Gays and Gays PFO —the latter addi
tion
and Gays is a misnomer that is solely friends of the gays
that are attempting to convert to heterose uality.13 The there’s nothing
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wrong with being gay argument is reciprocated by the there’s nothing
wrong with giving someone the the right to self determination’ argu
ment. And finally, both gays and e gays claim that they are being who
they actually are: true to themselves. With each side appealing to the
same arguments and ustifications, the ability to critici e each side relies
on the science that each side uses to back up its story.
In general, the evidence for each stance comes from different
disciplines the ma ority of research supporting the efficacy of repara
tive therapy comes from psychiatric case studies, whereas the stance
that reparative therapy is fraudulent draws on studies in psychology and
neuroscience. Cameron was convinced that it’s possible when he started
meeting with a so called life coach i.e. unlicensed therapist who in
dicated that he, himself, had once been a homose ual but had success
fully converted to heterose uality. In all cases, it is difficult to determine
if the convert had been bise ual prior to therapy, thereby repressing
homose ual impulses and retaining an outlet in their hetero life. These
case reports and testimonials have been the sole evidence used to ustify
reparative therapy—a type of evaluation often critici ed for its unscien
tific sub ective nature—with the e ception of one scientific article pub
lished in 2003 by Dr. Robert Spit er.14
Dr. Spit er collected data from over 200 participants, sitting
down with them after they had attended reparative therapy and asking
them questions comparing amounts of homose ual and heterose ual at
tractions before and after therapy on a 0 to 100 scale: 0 completely
heterose ual, 100 completely homose ual . In this study, a significant
number of these men and women indicated that they had successfully
changed. Of those who had ranked themselves as a twenty or above be
fore therapy, 4
of men and 4 of women claimed that they dropped
below twenty afterward.15 A man who dropped from a 25 to a 15 would
fall into this category—but what does that mean To accommodate this
question, Dr. Spit er attempted to clarify the question to the participants:
Suppose each time you saw someone that you were se ually attracted
to, you noted whether they were a man or a woman. After you did this
100 times, how many times would it be a man and how many times a
woman 16 For Spit er, further elaboration was not necessary.
Dr. Spit er did not ask what se ual attraction meant to them.
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He did not ask if the reparative therapies instructed them to first iden
tify themselves as heterose ual with homose ual tendencies. He did not
specify between recogni ed attraction and pre muddled, instinctual at
traction. He did not ask them before the therapy started what their se
ual orientation was, and how much homose ual attraction constituted
it. Most importantly, he did not ask if some reparative therapies suc
cessfully enabled change from homose ual to heterose ual. Instead, his
study actually addressed the question, How do individuals undergoing
reparative therapy describe changes in se ual orientation A different
question.
He reali ed this difference in 2012 when he withdrew his claim
that change was possible, and instead stated in a credible scientific our
nal, I offered several unconvincing reasons why it was reasonable to
assume that the participants’ reports of change were credible and not
self deception or outright lying. But the simple fact is that there was no
way to determine if the participants’ accounts of change were valid. 1
This reassessment was a huge setback for the e gay movement, as there
were no scientific publications arguing their view since 19 6.
However, many e gayers did not let this defeat go to their
heads—or in their heads, rather—because several e gay organi ations,
NARTH1 and PFO 19 included, still cite Spit er’s 2003 article as cred
ible evidence in favor of reparative therapy. They don’t comment on this
reversal. Dr. Spit er is well aware of this misuse of his name, and has
attempted, to no avail, to get his study and his name removed from the
mouths of e gay advocates. They ignored him. He responded by say
ing, I’m curious as to whether these organi ations have said anything,
or how they live with themselves, when the one study that they have
always cited is taken away from them. 20
Dr. Spit er’s latter curiosity—how they live with themselves—
is an important one. The continued enthusiasm in the efficacy of repara
tive therapy in the wake of the wealth of contradictory, empirical evi
dence can only be the result of ignorance of the evidence, unwillingness
to sacrifice their obs or practices despite the mounting evidence against
them some clinics estimate hundreds of clients every year , and or an
e treme anti gay bias that prevents them from seeing the most rational
interpretation of data.
This last possibility is probably the case, given the interpreta
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tions they provide. On NARTH’s website, amongst the list of clinical
studies—mind you, very view of which are bona fide, peer reviewed
studies that have been published in scientific ournals—there is a review
of a ma or twin study that investigates the role of genetics in homose u
ality only the study was published in a scientific ournal, and not the
review . Twin studies allow geneticists to determine the importance of
genes in the determination of a trait by being able to quantify the per
centage of twins that are homose ual that also have a homose ual twin.
This study used a staggeringly large number of twins—9,153—and
found that 2 .0 of homose ual men and 16.2 of homose ual women
had a homose ual twin. These numbers seem small, but compared to the
averages homose ual incidence in the whole study 3.1 and 1.2 , re
spectively the chances are greatly increased.21 Furthermore, this specif
ic group of twins was classified as being in non shared environments,
meaning that environmental in uences on determination of orientation
were considered insignificant due to minimal overlap. With a homo
se ual twin, a person is about ten times more likely to be gay than the
average. The authors conclude that this number is very significant and
that homose uality, clearly, has a large genetic component. The NARTH
reviewer did not see this conclusion as clear, to say the least.
The name of the review was Latest Twin Study Confirms Ge
netic Contribution To SSA Is Minor 22— SSA being same se attrac
tion, a term used to indicate a syndrome, as opposed to homose ual,
which contains implications of identity. As the title indicates, the re
viewer thought that any percentage smaller than 100 co occurrence
was not total and, thus, minor. Through rhetorical maneuvers, taking
the 16.2 and 2 .0 percentages out of conte t, and omitting the non
shared environment distinction, 10 times more likely became mi
nor and weak. One may think of the laypeople that read this review
and don’t fact check the writing of a person with a PhD. One may think
of the teenager coerced into reparative therapy by his or her parents
based on this rhetorical maneuver. One may see Cameron, scraping to
gether every dollar he makes in order to pay for reparative therapy—a
therapy ustified with semantic slight of hand.
The problem with psychological studies, on either side of the
aisle, is their limited empirical nature. Participants in these studies must
identify themselves as gay or straight in order to create the e perimental
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groups, but this method of evaluation is too dependent on their word as
Dr. Spit er had pointed out . Also, psychology studies can’t give two
people the same environment for their entire childhood, allowing for
a tornado of confounding variables. More biological approaches in ge
nomics, neuroanatomy, and brain imaging studies are bringing this tired
psychological discourse into the light of the empirical.
One word Cam
eron did not look up was
“T he probl em w ith p s yc ho natural,
the defini
logical studie s … is their l im tion of which may have
ited em p iri c al nature. ”
been another cut and
dry use. A subset of the
world’s emu population may have been cut and dryly unnatural in their
homose uality—as with chickens, penguins, dogs, elephants, and many
other species where e clusive homose ual behavior has been observed
in the wild populations. et, in Cameron’s case and the cases of millions
of Americans like him, he does not believe in Evolution, and, hence, the
natural homose uality of other animals means nothing to him. Even the
chimpan ee, genetically our closest relative, has a homose ual minor
ity, but Cameron does not see any animal as fit for comparison with hu
mans. God created them separately, and it was humans that were made
in God’s image. Therefore, it must be humans that live and abide by
God’s laws heterose ual marriage included .
The shocking resemblance in the embryonic development of
most animals, across genera and kingdoms, is one of the most profound
pieces of evidence for a common evolutionary origin—all mammals in
cluding humans, now have gills for a period of development, as well
as reptiles, avian, and fish. Also, there are two ma or embryonic phases
of se ual differentiation that occur in all mammals: the differentiation
of the genitalia and of the brain. The former occurs in humans in the
first two months of pregnancy, whereas the latter begins around half
way through the pregnancy and is thought to continue until the first few
months after birth. These processes are mediated by se hormones, the
most important of which being testosterone. Many neuroscientists be
lieve that it’s the disruption of the se ual differentiation of the brain
that causes homose uality, bise uality, and also being transgender—all
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varying in degree and timing of the disruption.23
How this se ual differentiation of the brain actually manifests
itself is by inducing changes in so called se ually dimorphic regions
of the brain a term that simply means that those certain regions have
different si es, functioning, and other characteristics between men and
women . For every se ually dimorphic brain region that was e amined,
the homose ual men had atypical features for the average characteristics
of men, but instead had typical characteristics of heterose ual women
and homose ual women had the typical characteristics of heterose ual
men .
The ma ority of se ual dimorphic regions of the brain are caused
by the actions of testosterone in the blood—its presence causes mascu
lini ation of the brain, and its absence causes femini ation. In addition,
the window of opportunity that testosterone affects these brain regions
is only within the late pregnancy, early infancy period—that is to say,
after this time the si e and function of these regions are set in stone.
Furthermore, when fetal mice or other mammals have e perimentally
altered testosterone levels in se atypical ways lower for males, higher
for females , they mature to have homose ual behavior in adulthood.
Therefore, many endocrinologists and neuroscientists conclude that
se ual orientation is significantly in uenced by hormones controlling
se ual differentiation in the womb.24
Cameron believes change is possible. He believes in a God that
would not create a creature that was chronically unable to actuali e its
purpose, unable to play its role in the Plan. He’s aware of the poor suc
cess rate of therapy but knows that God has given him his homose ual
ity as a test. So even if he fails to change his orientation a possibility he
has seriously considered given the failure of reparative techniques thus
far , he has accepted another course to satisfy His e pectation. There’s
always celibacy, he told me, and continued to e plain that the tools
he uses to suppress25 his homose ual urges could be employed to help
in celibacy. His main tools are employed in the following order mov
ing onto the ne t if the prior technique fails : 1 grounding myself with
deep breathing and connection myself with the Earth , 2 If I can’t
get grounded in a minute, I call somebody. I talk about it, and 3 Fi
nally, I have scripture verses and I pray. These tools are what reparative
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therapy has provided for him in order to overcome the totality of se ual
desire. Although Cameron says that they have helped a lot and that his
homose ual desires are losing intensity, he is still skeptical of their ef
ficacy.
As of now, Cameron interprets God’s plan for him is to be a
heterose ual man who will one day marry a woman and have a family.
He was not willing to change his interpretation of scripture, which he
believed was reali ed in him e plicitly by the Holy Spirit—his interpre
tation is divinely presented by Him. et, he also admits that his church
taught him this, his parents taught him this, and his reparative therapist
taught him this. After much bullying and ostracism growing up, his un
derstanding that he will always be a fish swimming against the current
pushed him further and further from acceptance of, and even e posure
to, outsider beliefs and views.
Cameron recalled to me a private Facebook message, sent to
him after the New ork Times article was published, by a man had
begun to push the envelope and ask Cameron how he ustified going
into reparative therapy to change his orientation. Instead of ignoring
the blatantly confrontational question or responding with an equally ar
gumentative counter question, Cameron proceeded to e plain that he
was a Christian that believed that the Bible indicated the immorality of
Homose uality and was in the process of righting himself in the eyes
of the being who he loved the most and who loved him the most, God.
At the end of Cameron’s response, he told the man not to be angered or
offended by his words, but to take them for what they were: his personal
beliefs. The man responded simply, Well, you’re certainly entitled to
be wrong.
The man may have included sensible reasons why homose ual
ity is moral, either secularly or in his interpretation of scripture. He may
have included psychological and neuroscientific data implicating the
non changeable nature of homose uality. He may have included a his
torical perspective of homose uality—a recurring history of discrimina
tion, oppression, and ostracism—showing homose uals to be the very
poor and meek peoples that earn the most sympathy and consolation
from God and Jesus. He may have pointed to the fact that homose ual
ity is observed in salmon, elephants, emus, chickens, chimpan ees, and
thousands of other species26—data which potentially contradicts the as
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sertion that it is unnatural. He may have laid down the stepping stones
in front of Cameron—all the way from reparative therapy to self worth,
freedom from repression, freedom from conditional happiness.
Unfortunately, the conversation never got to these points. Cam
eron correctly interpreted the type of person that he was having a con
versation with: a bigot. Cameron responded rationally to this insult by
ceasing the conversation—a conversation that would have been a yell
ing match. Maybe this man had gone through reparative therapy, wit
nessed the destructive nature of fraudulent psychoanalytical theories of
homose uality, and had suffered the traumatic consequences of repress
ing what will never go away. Maybe the personal nature of the sub ect
had awakened a deep seated anger, anger that had poured out, amok
with passion, in order to salvage his own mind: a mind wrought with
self hatred and manipulated trust. Cameron would never hear this story.
elling is only for one’s own ears and the ears of like minded
individuals, and the aisle widens with every increase in decibels. Cam
eron re ected on the conversation with the man: I don’t like dogma
tism—it’s not good for me and it’s not good for society. Who the FUCK
are you to tell me how to live my life These words could have been
uttered by an atheist, an LGBT activist, a lesbian woman, or a gay man.
Many people ostensibly ustify their dogmatic claims by con uring this
image that they are on the side of science, on the side of reason, but
science and reason are intrinsically non dogmatic—any theory can be
overturned, every model is only provisional, pending, and awaiting the
emergence of a new and better data. These people are counterproductive
to the pro ect of Science, and will continue to be until they reali e that
bridges collapse when either side refuses to lay down girders toward the
opposite shore. Science needs to be shown and not yelled.

“Science needs to b e s ho w n
and not yelled. ”
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The “Romantic” Year Without a Summer

The Little Ice Age’s Cultural Impact on Early Nineteenth Century
Britain
I. Introduction
In 1 16, an English vicar wrote: During the entire season the
sun rose each morning as though in a cloud of smoke, red and rayless,
shedding little light or warmth and setting at night behind a thick cloud
of vapor, leaving hardly a trace of its having passed over the face of the
earth. 1 This kind of documentation was prevalent during the spring of
this year. The entire world faced dramatic climate changes following
the eruption of Mount Tambora the previous year. Consequently, ash
lingered in the atmosphere over much of the world for up to two years,
producing unusual weather.2 These were certainly unfamiliar times for
Europe, North America, and specifically, for Britain.
What was the Little Ice Age and what impact did it have on
Britain in the nineteenth century The Little Ice Age spanned a period
of about 500 years, though this figure is highly debated amongst histori
ans and scientists due to uctuations in the recording of scientific data.
These uctuations resulted from less evidence documented or found in
records during the Middle Ages and the initial portion of the Little Ice
Age. For the purpose of this paper, the Little Ice Age is established as
the period of 1300 1 50. During this period, the world was devastated
by climate change observed through dramatic uctuations in weather
patterns and temperatures, droughts, ooding, and famine all of which
had a societal impact.
The ma ority of evidence and scholarly material on the impact
of the Little Ice Age focuses on the period between the 15th and 1 th
century. Conversely, the years 1 05 to 1 20 were, for many Europeans,
the coldest of the era. This paper will discern the degree of in uence
the e treme climatic uctuations had on both the culture and societal
structure of Britain during the 1 10s by observing the resulting rise in
artistic development, the incredible negative response and opinion of the
common people, and finally, the overall romantic ideology embedded
in early nineteenth century British culture.
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II. The Effect on Landscape Art
The general landscape of Britain during the 1 10 decade re
ected a time in which Britain was e periencing the height of its indus
trial revolution. Simultaneously, Britain was e periencing some of the
coldest decades recorded, including one of the coldest years, referred to
as the year without a summer. 3 Climate highly affects the pace of in
dustriali ation and the overall productivity of a country. However, it can
be argued that climate will most directly affect the culture and artistic
perspective in a society.
The Society for the Encouragement of Arts had e isted in
London since 1 54. Soon after its establishment, the Society began
ourishing.4 This prosperous artistic community promoted a vast num
ber of outlets through which artists could incorporate their transitioning
views of society into their artwork. As in any society, there was clear
dissonance between the actual works artists produced and the e pecta
tions society held for them. Generally, the people e pected artists to pro
duce pieces that were calming, pure, stable, and calculated. The middle
class’ interest in the fine arts increased, imbued by a spirit of positive
encouragement towards the artists.5
In 1 10s transitioning period, the artist’s primary concern was
to advance his reputation and status, both as a painter and lecturer. Such
advancement was generally best served by avoiding controversy.6
Additionally, this was a period of social unrest, pillaging, riot
ing, and criminal violence, all of which erupted across Europe, reaching
clima in the year 1 16. These events were all partially attributed to the
degrading climatic patterns in Britain which greatly amplified the socio
political struggles happening concurrently. While the people blindly
reacted through the means of violent revolts against these events, the
landscape painters took a subtler but equally strong approach to these
changes.
As previously mentioned, the role of art in society and on its
audience changes and depends on the status and structure of the pres
ent society. In the midst of industriali ation, the ma ority of artists, in
cluding J.M.W Turner, John Constable, and John Linnell, were anti in
dustrialists, focusing their energies on creating their images and beliefs
around naturalism. During the 1 10s and the 1 20s, naturalism was a
popular sub movement and ideology incorporated into the Romantic
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Movement.
Before discussing the in uence the climate had on the work of
landscape painters such as Turner , it is important to first note the over
all goal of landscape painters when producing these naturalistic works.
These visionary painters created a new tradition of producing works that
e pressed mist and cloudy skies. They discovered the beauty of an at
mosphere which possessed a life
of its own and bathed every ob ect
“In this tr ans itio ning
in fog. This type of art was de
perio d f o r Br itain in
scribed as supremely pure while
the 1810 s , the ar t also being permeated by a vague
ist’ s p r imar y c o nc ern
mysticism aimed to maintain the
was t o a d v a n c e hi s
love of nature, more vigorously
rep utatio n and s ta than in any other country in Eu
tus, b o th as a p aint rope. These little pictures, seen as
er and l e c tur er . ”
simplistic and basic by some, are
scenes depicting everyday life,
often in a country setting.
The discussion now returns to the impact of climate on Brit
ish landscape art during the tumultuous 1 10s. Artists’ implementation
of naturalism into their works resulted in de emphasi ing the industrial
movement, which correlated with the pattern of climatic uctuations
that plagued this decade. Through naturalism, artists like Turner and
Constable attempted to convey the truth within nature by frequently
developing landscapes with storm scenes,9 as well as subtly portraying
landscapes with the whole canvas covered by a patchwork of light and
shade from a partly cloudy sky.10
Scientifically, this truth was a product of the volcanic eruption
of Mount Tambora, in Indonesia, in 1 15. The eruption caused ash to be
released and linger in the atmosphere over much of the world, originat
ing from the Dutch East Indies, for up to two years. Consequently, this
produced e tremely unusual weather patterns.11 The result of this reality
was Britain e periencing the year without a summer in 1 16, which
would provide the naturalistic landscape painters, such as Turner, the
opportunity to capture nature’s truth and devastatingly beautiful envi
ronment.12
Cloud cover is one of the characteristics of the climate change
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partially caused by the eruption of Mount Tambora. The resulting
cloudiness in landscape paintings created an overshadowing element of
darkness on British society that already loomed heavily due to social
upheaval and discontent. This darkness only perpetuated the coldness
and despair of the people, as well as the artists’ concept of nature as an
ambivalent force working with the people rather than against them.
According to an
e tremely detailed study
“These vis i o na r y p a i nt e r s …
conducted by Hans Neu
discovered the b eauty o f
berger, cloud cover proved
an atm osp here w hic h p o s to have an une pected im
sessed a l if e o f its o w n and
pact on the path taken by
b athed ev e r y o b je c t in f o g . ”
a great deal of artists in
response to the movement
of naturalism during this time period.13 The results showed that over the
course of the Little Ice Age, cloud cover in paintings slowly increased
over time. It is now evident that low cloud cover began to sharply in
crease after 1550 and fell significantly after 1 50. These variations were
recorded by artists working outside, generally in the summer, and are
in line with what might be e pected from the known variations of sum
mer temperature.14 The average temperature of the summer during three
months June August in 1 16 was 13.4 degrees Celsius, almost as low
as the coldest years in the Little Ice Age period 13.2 degrees Celsius in
1695, 13.1 degrees Celsius in 1 25 .15
In Britain, eighteenth and early nineteenth century summer art
ists regularly painted fifty to seventy five percent cloud cover into their
summer skies.16 A scientific study conducted in 200 by a group of Greek
atmospheric and meteorological scientists emphasi ed a new look at the
reconstruction of the aerosol optical depth before, during, and after ma
or volcanic eruptions by studying the coloration of the atmosphere in
paintings portraying sunsets in the period 1500 1900, when atmospheric
observations were scarce and largely non e istent. The results showed
that out of 1 1 painters from this period of time, 54 of them Turner
being one fell into the category of having volcanic sunset paintings,
which were all created within three years of a ma or volcanic eruption.1
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III. The Effect on Literature
In comparison to landscape painting literature is generally di
rectly in uenced and motivated by controversial events: themes of soci
ety that cause discontent and allude to unpopular structure of some part
of a society. For Britain in the nineteenth century, developing themes of
separate realism and rationalism, as well as romantic realism can be de
fined as utili ing the romance to describe the manners of a previous state
of society, relating as truthfully as possible to the history of a period and
country.1 However, realism became less common among many writers
and poets during this decade, as many individuals involved were driven
to e plore new elements and concepts.
Due to the distinct atmosphere of the year without a summer
one marked by hailstorms, violent thunder showers, and cold and
gloomy weather prominent literary figures from this decade have been
considered to have been profoundly impacted by this weather. For in
stance, Lord Byron took up residence at the Villa Diodati, where the av
erage summer temperature in Geneva was the lowest since 1 53. Byron
and his houseguests, including Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley and Percy
Bysshe Shelley, stayed indoors and began entertaining themselves and
each other with stories.19 Allegedly, this inspired Mary Shelley to invent
her classic work, Frankenstein.20
The apprehension of British societies was fueled largely by an
increasingly difficult harvest, culminating in August, 1 16. Harvest de
ficiencies leading to food scarcity in Britain21 caused a popular London
newspaper, The Times, to announce, in a delayed message, the precar
iousness of the harvest outlook in late July: Should the present wet
weather continue, the corn will inevitably be laid and the effects of such
a calamity and at such a time cannot be other than ruinous to the farm
ers, and even to the people at large. 22 As a result, an overall sentiment
of pessimism and cynicism permeated the beliefs of the British people,
as nature itself challenged the efforts of society.
Byron and Shelley’s shared e periences in Geneva were encap
sulated in their works through the incorporation of science fiction and
horror themes. Both Shelley’s novel Frankenstein23 and Byron’s poem
Darkness summari ed the supernatural beliefs of the time beliefs
providing these works with dark and supernatural horror stories. Inter
estingly enough, these works were created during the height of Romanti
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cism.
E plaining Romanticism and the elements of this ideology that
translated to society during this period of time would prove a most dif
ficult and controversial sub ect. Many scholars have debated that there
are some signs that interest in the literary use of myth was reviving.
Currently, closer attention is being paid to the interrelations of history
and myth.24 This might e plain the fascination of authors of this period
with the myth, the archetypical concept that Romantic works focused
around the elements of science fiction and horror. Myths can be defined
as fictions and metaphors that identify aspects of human personality
with the natural environment, such as stories about sun gods or tree
gods. 25 This myth in Romantic literature stemmed from, as Northrop
Frye stated above in A Study of English Romanticism, the intertwining
of the natural environment and these fictions and metaphors creating
a unique atmosphere for artists to construct their horrifying perspectives
given a specific historical conte t. The historical conte t during this pe
riod of time for the British was a landscape of discontent and unrest
stemming from the events leading up to and following the year without
a summer.
IV. The Effect on the Common People: Social Unrest Erupts
Abide with me fast falls the eventide the darkness deepens
Lord, with me abide. 26 As this darkness deepened during the year with
out a summer and lingered afterwards, a wave of reactionary movement
occurred, directly contrasting with Romanticism, realism, and rational
ism, which were observed as the main pillars of society. Apocalyptic
fervency took hold of society during this year, and writers responded in
a similar fashion. Farmworkers with iron studded sticks and ags bear
ing the words Bread or Blood 2 directly contrasted to this e tremist
approach. However, the people’s direct reaction to an apocalypse was
much stronger than that of the writers who only embodied this move
ment due to the historical conte t of the time.
Newspapers, such as the London Chronicler, responded to the
climatic uctuations and resulting social, economic, and political im
pact by stating: the large spots which may now be seen upon the sun’s
disk have given rise to ridiculous apprehension and absurd predictions.
These spots are said to be the cause of the remarkable and wet weather
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we have had this summer and the increase of these spots is represented
to announce a general removal of heat, from the globe, the e tinction
of nature, and the end of the world. 2 However, at this time, there was
little understanding of the full implications of whether these spots indi
cated any real danger. Instead, these spots were used as another reason to
perpetuate an e aggerated response to the sudden and dramatic climac
tic and environmental changes during this time. By fueling the media
to create such definitive and abrasive commentary on the environment
during and around 1 16, people’s reactions became e ponentially more
reactive and petrified of nature’s wrath.
For centuries, the popular reaction to poor harvests and famine
had been fervent prayer or civil disturbance.29 Especially with any threat
of an apocalyptic world, the British people prepared with a response
considered both superstitious and an embrace of the reality for what
many believed would be The End. The subsistence crisis during 1 16
and 1 1 promoted the most apocalyptic and reactionary responses from
the British. A religious
commotion in the west
“Ab ide w ith me ; f as t f al l s the
ern world was kindled
eventide; the dark nes s de ep where religious enthu
ens; L ord, with me ab ide . ”
siasm had been another
indicator of social pa
thology. Accordingly, the more severe the distress, the more intense the
religious e citement would be.30
Consequently, the religious fervency correlated with the vio
lence of 1 16 and 1 1 . The rate of crime, the prosecution of theft, and
the amount of vandalism and arson were all indicators of the violent
responses by British and other Europeans to these difficult times. Many
of these, including arson, were developed specifically into an endemic
European phenomenon during the subsistence crisis.31 To counteract
the three types of evils that society had taken up moral, physical, and
metaphysical , many individuals in Britain began the practice of Theod
icy, which was a practice found in many Eastern traditions embedded in
practices of mysticism. The incorporation of Theodicy in Britain during
the 1 10s e plained the struggle faced by the people to naturally attempt
to rationali e how God could e ist through such horrible times and still
deliver such evil. Due to the nature of religious philosophies, this idea
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provided people with ongoing re ections of themselves, Britain, and
humanity as a whole in an attempt to e plain the trying circumstances.32
On one side of the spectrum, the vengeance and wrath of nature
caused passive apocalyptic beliefs. Due to the impact of chaos, addi
tional tensions amongst classes, and economic strains on society, these
beliefs would result in violent apocalyptic visions of the world. As peo
ple reacted according to this formula, they would continue to fuel their
misery by resorting to such e treme levels of religious devotion and
superstition, continuing the endless cycle that trapped British society for
another decade following 1 16.
V. Conclusion
The decade of the 1 10s in Britain was characteri ed by tu
mult that violently impacted the country and the entire world. While
there was an incredible amount of social unrest, economic disaster, and
violent response, the climatic uctuations of the Little Ice Age that pro
duced some of the coldest years in modern history led to the creation of
some of the most in uential art and literature of the nineteenth century.
While the early nineteenth century e perienced the height of
Romanticism as seen in themes of society , the historical conte t al
tered the way in which literature and art were regarded as romantic or
unromantic. The perception of beauty translated to a world full of sub
movements fueled by a darkness that perpetuated a time full of horrors,
a question of faith, and a greater understanding of the consequences of
natural events.
“ On one side of the spe c tr um, the
ve ngeance and w rath o f nature
c aused passive ap ocalyp tic b el ief s . ”
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When the Falling is Done
It’s like
search the skies
it’s like
finding the most wonderful chocolate bar. It’s
the raspberry oo e at the heart of the truf e, it’s
the Willy Wonka Golden Ticket to romance, baby,
one way.
Eyes smile at the sight,
nostrils sigh at the scent, every muscle fiber
shouts hallelu ah
and tap dances in place.
So clutch the bar close to your chest, know
it might melt one day, but that day
is not today. For now
let it be
your savored, secret
almond oy.
As soon as you’re alone together,
take a bite. A tiny one
Don’t ruin your appetite and
no It’s too good, take it all at once, shove
it in, swallow hard, let it
catch in your throat, let it
coat your vocal chords with sweetness.
ou want it now
ou got it now.
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But wait,
stop and save the last bite
wrap it up in silver foil and
tuck it away.
*

*

*

The days pass. And slowly,
the sweetness is forgotten. Slowly,
the Hershey Kiss compliments stop
raining down. Chocolate droplets turn hard, hail,
balled up wrappers pelt bare skin. Small,
but man, do they sting.
And one day, you reali e you
can’t move, you’re
buried beneath
a mountain
of
waste.
Who knew whispers in the night had such weight
Who else could love you? I mean,
Who else could love you? I mean,
Who else could-could-could-couldSTOP!
Too long you’ve said nothing, too long
you’ve swallowed tough love,
choked down your voice,
put permanent teeth marks into your lips.
Just. Stop.
Find the last bit of that wonderful chocolate bar.
It’s still in your pocket.
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Dig for it now,
dig til fingernails pull back from esh, til
your heart pounds behind your eyes, til
your stomach snarls in its den, and the weight of the world takes your
breath away
ahhhh
ou find your chocolate and
bring it to your lips
ust
to taste the bitter bite of cocoa, a kiss
of sawdust dried up on your tongue.

That
is when you leave. That
is when the falling is done.
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Ya ves, soy Asháninka:
Terrorism and Testimony in Perú
Introduction
During the late twentieth century, following severe eras of vio
lence, either military or terrorist provoked, in nearly every Latin Ameri
can country we observe the emergence of a new genre to recount history:
testimony, both in the literary and political arena. With the publication
of uiche Mayan woman Rigoberta Mench ’s testimony, Me llamo
Rigoberta Menchú y así me nació la conciencia, accounted by Vene u
elan born anthropologist Eli abeth Burgos in 19 3, the testimony genre
became recogni ed in the international literary sphere. However, this
testimony also incited vicious academic debates between herself and
David Stoll who traveled to Guatemala himself in order to investigate
the errors, partialities, and e aggerations of Rigoberta Mench ’s testi
mony. In publishing his book, Rigoberta Menchú and the Story of All
Poor Guatemalans, Stoll was attacked for his critiques to her testimony.
E perts in the field of Guatemalan and indigenous studies became inter
ested in her testimony as it spread worldwide, bringing attention to the
horrific human rights violations in Guatemala. With her story, and the
praise received by John Beverley, the testimony genre was recogni ed
as a literary genre. This literary genre and the various debates that sur
round it will prove to be very important in our discussion and analysis
of public testimonies collected by a body commissioned by the govern
ment.
As a result of Mench and also the first Truth and Reconcilia
tion Commission facilitated in post apartheid South Africa, the personal
narrative became the primary mode of memory construction and formal
i ation. In this space, we witness memorias prohibidas, indecibles o
vergon antes o enterradas en huecos y s ntomas traum ticos, 1 pro
hibited, unspeakable, or shameful memories or memories buried in
empty space and traumatic symptoms. However, the testimony genre is
highly politici ed, because las voces censuradas y prohibidas comen
aron a hacerse o r, pero las voces autoritarias no necesariamente de
For more information, see Beverley, John. Testimonio: On the Politics of
Truth. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004.
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saparecieron del debate p blico, 2 the censured and prohibited voices
began to make themselves heard, but the authoritarian voices do not
necessarily disappear from public discussion. We ask ourselves: Is the
truth really being revealed in these victims’ testimonies How can we
be sure that the witnesses are not remaining censored and repressed
How does one learn to speak when they have been silenced for so long
This crisis of representation illuminated by the testimony genre has be
come an especially important theme for countries facing recuperation
after periods of violence. In this essay, I intend to analy e the written
testimonies collected by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission that
highlight the particular situation of the Ash ninka community through
the testimonies’ representation of three types of Ash ninka memory: 1
memory of deception, 2 epic memory of warriors, and 3 immemorial
memory.
The Communist Party of Peru-The Shining Path (PCP-SL)
The political scenario in Peru before the internal war of 19 0
2000 was highly un
stable,
complicated,
“How does o ne l earn to s p eak
and wrought with pro
w hen they hav e b e en s il e nc e d
found structural issues.
for so long?”
Sociologist Jos Carlos
Mari tegui in his Seven
Interpretative Essays on Peruvian Reality 192 presented a critique
of the Spaniard in uenced hierarchal system that dominated the coun
try since coloni ation, specifically focusing on the con ict of el indio
and land. Within this issue, Mari tegui emphasi ed the importance of
recogni ing el indio as an integral part of the Peruvian identity and re
distributing land taken from them during coloni ation. In reaction to
Mari tegui’s proposal, political groups emerged such as the United Left,
Democratic Christian, Alliance for Progress, Popular Democratic Unity,
American Popular Revolutionary Alliance APRA , the Revolution
ary Socialist Party, and the Worker Peasant Student and Popular Front,
among others. With the e ception of the APRA, which elected President
Alan Garc a in 19 5, not one of the aforementioned political parties was
able to gain significant power. However, one e treme party incited a
Mar ist Leninist Maoist revolution on the country for twenty years that
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resulted in thousands of deaths and destruction, making an unforgettable
mark in Peruvian and Latin American history: The Communist Party of
Peru The Shining Path PCP SL .
The PCP SL emerged under a fragile Peruvian state and e ploit
ed the country’s institutional instability, absence of infrastructure, grave
national debt, deficient communication and progress between Lima and
the rest of Peru, and history of racial discrimination between citi ens.
On May 1 , 19 0 in Chuschi, Ayacucho, the PCP SL made their first
attack on the first day of democratic national elections in Peru for more
than a decade by burning ballots and voter registrars.3 In this very attack,
we can observe the group’s most fundamental characteristics: willing
ness for violence and destruction in achieving their ob ectives, indiffer
ence towards authority, disinterest towards participating in the previ
ously established Peruvian political system, and furthermore, a carefully
planned strategy and timeline. The PCP SL planned to make their attack
in the precise moment when Peru was beginning democratic transition
after twelve years of dictatorship.4 In the midst of this fragile transi
tional state, the PCP SL’s campaign became even more appealing and
convincing when no other parties showed promising options. With their
Mar ist Leninist Maoist ideology, the PCP SL and its leader Abimael
Gu m n propagated the need of the ultimate revolution and only solution: a popular war supported by the masses.
The PCP SL organi ed itself in military fashion with various
committees in si main regions and even more subregions each sub
region was divided into local ones in order to maintain the group’s
secrecy. It was nearly impossible for a Senderista to recogni e another,
e cept the five to nine individuals in his own cell. This secrecy within
the group itself contributed to its ultimate success. Additionally, the
For an e cellent analysis and understanding of the Mar ist Leninist Maoist
ideology of the PCP SL, please refer to the following: Chapter 4: La Revolu
ci n de los Manuales: La e pansi n del mar ismo leninismo en las ciencias
sociales y la g nesis de Sendero Luminoso, pp. 161 1 0 in Degregori, Carlos
Iv n, u Dif cil es ser Dios: El Partido Comunista del Per Sendero Lumi
noso y el con icto armado interno en el Per : 19 0 1999. Lima, IEP, 2011.
Obras Escogidas I Ideolog a y Pol tica, 34 . Also, refer to La Escuela Militar,
pp. 6 6 in Gorriti Ellenbogen, Gustavo, Sendero. Historia de la guerra mile
naria en el Per . Lima, Editorial Planeta Per , 200 .
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PCP SL gained support by taking violent control first in isolated areas
of the sierra and selva, and then migrating to larger cities. With this
geographical strategy, by the time the Peruvian government started their
counterterrorism campaign, the PCP SL was already very powerful the
devastation was unprecedented. According to the Truth and Reconcili
ation Commission CVR , a final count of 69,2 0 deaths were shared
between the PCP SL, the Armed Forces, and another active terrorist
group during the internal war, the T pac Amaru Revolutionary Move
ment MRTA , causing severe political, social, cultural, and economic
deterioration to an already fragile state.
National Recuperation
After the internal war, Peru faced the difficult task of recupera
tion and reconciliation as well as developing a more promising future
towards democracy. Peru entered los procesos de re construcci n de
identidades individuales y colectivas que emergen de per odos de vio
lencia y trauma, 5 the processes of re construction of individual and
collective identities that emerge from periods of violence and trau
ma. The country faced the challenge of looking backwards and docu
menting the horrors of violence. With this question of memory, we ob
serve an evident plurality: es imposible encontrar una memoria, una
vision y una interpretaci n nicas del pasado, compartidas por toda una
sociedad, 6 it is impossible to find one memory, one vision, or one in
terpretation of the past, shared by all of society. With the construction
of these individual and collective memories, Peru had to re find and re
define their national identity and confront the recurring ethnic and social
divisions that
were e acer
“ Memory presented itself as an
bated during
overwhelming task because of its
the war. Mem
ca pa c i t y t o be affected b y trau matic
ory presented
events , d ifferences betw een its s ig itself as an
ni f i c a nc e i n s p e c i f i c c u l t u r e s … a nd
overwhelming
f urthermore, conflicted location b e task because of
t ween t he p ast and present. ”
its capacity to
be affected by
traumatic events, differences between its significance in specific cul
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tures this is an especially prominent issue in multicultural Peru , and
furthermore, con icted location between the past and present. However,
these very con icting factors augment its crucial role especially after
periods of violence, memory is vital in combating silence, oppression,
ethnic discrimination, and the act of forgetting.
As a step towards recuperation, the Transitional Government
under Dr. Valent n Panigua formed the Truth Commission on June 4,
2001, through the Supreme Decree N 065 2001 PCM. Later, Dr. Ale
andro Toledo renamed this pro ect on September 4, 2001, through the
Supreme Decree N 101 2001 PCM as the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission CVR La Comisi n de la Verdad y Reconciliaci n . The
CVR had five principal ob ectives: 1 To analy e the conte t of the vio
lence, including their political, social, and cultural conditions within the
Peruvian government and society 2 To contribute to the administration
of ustice, clarify crimes and human rights violations committed by the
terrorist organi ations and government agents 3 To determine loca
tion, identification, and individual situation of victims, and if possible,
determine the corresponding perpetrators. However, this responsibility
does not replace the Judicial Branch of the government 4 To formulate
proposals to provide moral and material reparation to victims and their
families and 5 To recommend reforms as a prevention method so simi
lar e periences are not repeated in the future La Comisi n de la Verdad
y Reconciliaci n . The conducted CVR research from May 19 0 to No
vember 2000 to produce a Final Report of ,000 pages with ten volumes
focusing on the following areas of work: 1 National Process of the Vio
lence 2 Regional Histories 3 In depth Studies 4 Consequences 5
Mental Health 6 Patterns of Crime and Human Rights Violations La
Comisi n de la Verdad y Reconciliaci n . The CVR used testimonies
of victims and witnesses as their main information base to analy e the
conditions of the past years. Through these testimonies, the Peruvian
population fosters the growth of national unity, facing our past errors
and promising future, as Salom n Lerner Febres, President of the CVR,
in the Preface of the Final Report, comments, La historia que aqu se
cuenta habla de nosotros, de lo que fuimos y de lo que debemos de ar de
ser. Esta historia habla de nuestras tareas. Esta historia comien a hoy
La Comisi n de la Verdad y Reconciliaci n , The history that is told
here speaks to us, what we were and what we should stop being. This
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story speaks to our tasks. This history begins today.
Methodology of the CVR
Before entering our corpus of testimonies, we must understand
their formats. Investigators of the CVR, with the help of translators,
conduct interviews with victims in the country’s affected regions in or
der to collect information about the internal war and additionally, in
order to recuperate the dignity of each victim, their family, and their
community. Although these interviews have intentions to help victims’
healing through testimony giving, investigators remain formal in try
ing to answer the who, what, where, when, and how of the recounts
La Comisi n de la Verdad y Reconciliaci n 2002, 3 . After the inter
view process, notes taken during the interview are sent to the Center
of Information in the CVR’s principal office. There, a concise account
of the testimony is written and registered within the office’s archives
open for public access. Each registered testimony is stored in a manila
folder alongside personal identification documents of the witness birth
date, fingerprint, province, native language, ethnicity, etc. . This folder
also includes original notes and the handwritten manuscript from the
investigator. In some cases, there are documents that have a drawing
of a human figure and require the witness to mark any distinct physical
characteristics of the victim as well as indicate articles of clothing the
victim was wearing when last seen. The final pages within the manila
folder are those of the written testimony. Each testimony follows the
subsequent format:
Testimonio N
Elaborado por:
Fecha de elaboraci n: La comunidad Nativa de

, distrito

, provincia

,

departamento de
representada en los se ores se oras nombre de persona e, nombre de persona e relatan
los sucesos ocurridos durante el tiempo de violencia pol tica, entre los a os
a
, reali ado por integrantes
de Sendero Luminoso Movimiento Revolucionario T pac Amaru Las Fuer as Armadas Peruanas etc.
NOTAS INTRODUCTORIAS:
CONTE TO

ANTECEDENTES:

SECUENCIAS DE LOS HECHOS:
ACCIONES EMPRENDIDAS:
SECUELAS

CONSECUENCIAS DE LOS HECHOS:

E PECTATIVAS

RECOMENDACIONES:
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Although the ma ority of written testimonies follow the aforementioned
format, many are missing basic details like the date of interview and in
vestigator’s name. Additionally, many written testimonies demonstrate
spelling errors, grammatical mistakes, and unclear punctuation between
quotes and non quotes. These characteristics of our testimony corpus
indicate the absence of a strong and consistent codification system used
by CVR investigators that run the risk of misrepresentation of informa
tion in official government sanctioned public archives.
Although this essay will analy e only the written testimonies
of the CVR that belong to members of the Ash ninka community, total
ing 2, it is pertinent to recogni e the 223 hours divided into eleven
discs: Disco 0910 to Disco 0920 of audio testimonies collected by the
CVR. Each audio testimony has a duration of between one and a half to
three hours, thus instrinsically, we conclude the audio testimonies to be
more indicative, and elaborative on the witness’ story, not to mention
that these audio files are unprocessed raw material while the written
testimonies are those written and sanctioned by the CVR and should be
understood as reports, and therefore, summaries. In a standard audio
testimony, we observe the following format of questions:
Espa ol Temas
English Themes
La comunidad antes la comu
The community before the com
nidad despu s de vino Sendero
munity after The Shining Path
Luminoso
came
C mo viv an
How did they live
C mo se organi aban
How were they orga
ui n dirig a la comu
ni ed
nidad
Who led the community
C mo y qui n resolv a
How and who resolved
los problemas de la comunidad
the community’s problems
La bru er a
Witchcraft
Costumbres de la comu
Traditions of the commu
nidad
nity
La presencia de e tran e
The presence of foreign
ros
ers
Nivel de educaci n del testigo
El escape para el monte

Informant’s level of education
Escaping for the mountain
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El despla amiento
La vida en el monte
C mo funcionaban
C mo sent an all

Displacement
Life in the mountain
How did they organi e
and function
How did they feel there

Las autoridades, los commandos,
y los mandos
Los militares y las relaciones
entre los Ash ninka y ellos
Hab a violaciones se u
ales a las mu eres Ash ninka de
los militares
Hab a confian a entre
ustedes y los militares

Authorities, commanders, and
officers
The military and its relationship
with the Ash ninka
Were there se ual viola
tions of Ash ninka women by
military personnel
Was there trust between
the Ash ninka and the military

Los ronderos, los comit s de
autodefensa
Los ni os
C mo reaccionaban los
ni os a la guerra
u sab an ellos

Rounds, committees of auto
defense
Children
How did they react to the
war
What did they know

Presidente Fu imori
u piensa de l

President Fu imori
What did you think of
him

La CVR

The CVR
u quiere de la CVR
What do you want from
C mo puede ayudarle la the CVR
CVR
How can the CVR help
u quiere para la co
you
munidad
What do you want for
C mo podemos lograr
your community
la recuperaci n
How can we achieve
recuperation
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Additionally, in the audio testimonies, we can hear the interaction be
tween three pertinent actors: investigator, witness, and translator. Eli a
beth Jelin comments, La discusi n sobre la memoria raras veces puede
ser hecha desde afuera, sin comprometer a quien lo hace, sin incorporar
la sub etividad del a investigador a, su propia e celencia, sus creencias
y emociones, The discussion of memory rarely can be done from the
outside, without compromising to whom it is done, without incorporat
ing the sub ectivity of the investigator, their own e cellence, beliefs, and
emotions. While in the written testimonies it is not clear which actor
the investigator or the witness is speaking, in the recorded audio testi
monies, we can literally hear the difference between the voices.
Within the audio testimonies, we can also hear the silences, re
sistances, and process of memory, and forgetting, of each victim. When
we analy e memory, this act of forgetting carries the same importance
as remembering. In listening to the audio testimonies, we heighten our
awareness of the information in the written testimonies. While we ob
serve the process of remembering, telling, and translating in the audio
recordings, the written testimonies are the final pro ect, and in this sense,
carry the possibility to dehumani e the victims giving these testimonies.
These written testimonies take the personal voice and translate into a
report of a few pages that does not provide ustice to the testimony of the
victim. In the following two e amples, we can see a side by side com
parison of an e cerpt from an audio testimony vs. a written testimony.
Audio Testimony
Written Testimony
Spanish Investigadora: la comunidad Aparece Sendero Luminoso
que t me dec as en que all
ustedes llegaron y se quema
ron todo y no hab a nada, qu
comunidad era esa
Testigo: Ahh, mmm, como te
dir a como era chico no sab a
qu comunidad es, qu comu
nidad es
silencio no sab a,
no sab a.
Investigadora: Mmhmm.
Testigo: Si est m s grande,
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primero de manera pac fica a
inicios de 1990, dici ndonos
que luchaban por nosotros y
que por lo mismo debi ramos
entregarnos a sus causa, que
ya estaban cerca de tomar el
poder. Algunos de nosotros
cre mos en las palabras de los
subversivos pero cuando ya
empe aron a
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as te puedo decir de todo, de
todo qu he sabido yo.
Investigadora: Ah , pero t
te acuerdas, o sea, ese tiempo
en que estuviste que escapaste
de Sendero en el monte y que
estuviste andando con tu familia
y pescando y comiendo sin sal,
t recuerdas c mo te sent as en
ese entonces
Testigo: Ah silencio S , pero,
mm, nada pes, y dec as s hab a
eso silencio alguno pero ah
como est quer a saber d nde
hab a sal, pero as era la gente
s.
Investigadora: Mmhmm, pero
t en este instante, t e tra
abas, e tra abas a algui n
cuando estabas as comiendo
sal cuando estabas escapando,
c mo te sent as en ese enton
ces
Testigo: Nada, nada. silencio
Hm, nada ese ese, como dices,
nada pes, no hab a sal, no hab a
sal, nada.
Investigadora: u pensa
bas t en ese u pensabas
entonces
u pensabas Por
qu hab a ocurrido ese que les
hab an llevado
Testigo: Como te digo, yo era
chico all , yo no ten a
pensamiento para pensarme.
Investigadora: Ah .
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llevarse a la fuer a a nuestros
hermanos y asesinar nos
dimos cuenta de la verdadera
intenci n de ellos. Pero fue
demasiado tarde, los terroris
tas empe aron a llevarse a
nuestros familiares, muchas
veces nuestros propias fa
milias estaban concienti adas
por estos terroristas. Nos lle
gamos a matar entre nosotros
mismos, eso fue muy triste.
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English Investigator: And the com
munity that you are telling me
in which there you arrived and
everything was burned and
there was nothing, what kind of
community was it
Witness: Ahh, mmm, like I told
you I did not know what kind
of community it is, what kind
of community it is
silence I
did not know, I did not know.
Investigator: Mmhmm.
Witness: If I was older, then
I would be able to tell you ev
erything, everything that I have
known.
Investigator: Ah , but do you
remember, o rather, in this time
in which you were there and
escaped from The Shining Path
and were eating without salt, do
you remember how you felt in
this then
Witness: Ah silence es,
but, mm, well nothing, and you
said if there was this silence
something but ah like I want to
know where there was salt, but
the people were like that.
Investigator: Mmhmm, but do
you in this instance, did you
miss, miss someon when you
were there eating salt when you
were escaping, how did you
feel in that then
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The Shining Path first ap
peared in a peaceful manner
in the beginning of 1990,
telling us that they fought
for us and that therefore we
should surrender ourselves
to their cause, that they were
already close to taking power.
Some of us believed in the
subversive’s words but when
forcibly take our brothers and
assassinate them we reali ed
what was their true inten
tion. But it was too late, the
terrorists began to take our
family members, many times
our own families were made
aware’ by these terrorists. We
began to kill between our
selves, this was very sad.
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Witness: Nothing, nothing.
silence Hm, nothing in that
that, like you say, well nothing,
there was no salt, there was no
salt, nothing.
Investigator: What did you
think about this What did you
think then What did you think
Why had this happened that
they took you
Witness: Like I am telling you,
I was a boy there, I did not have
thoughts to think.
Investigator: Aha.

Pero fue demasiado tarde, los terroristas empe aron a llevarse
a nuestros familiares, muchas veces nuestros propias familias estaban
concienti adas por estos terroristas. Nos llegamos a matar entre no
sotros mismos, eso fue muy triste.
Obviously, in ust these two e amples, we can observe the pro
found difference between the emotion and information presented in an
audio testimony versus the summari ed, more report like quality pre
sented in the written testimony. This investigation will prefer the audio
recordings for their capacity to transmit the story of each victim in a
more truthful’ manner. However, in the name of time restraints and
analytical quality, this essay will only review the written testimonies.
Thus, it is necessary for the reader to understand these implications of
testimony, whether written or oral, and also consider that these written
testimonies are officiali ed accounts by a Peruvian government institu
tion although we cannot quantify this in uence, we must be conscious
of its presence.
The Asháninka Community
This investigation will only focus on the testimony corpus that
represents the Ash ninka community. The ethnic group Ash ninka con
stitutes the largest autonomous community of the Peruvian Ama on
with a population of 51,063. They live in homes with chacra, plots of
cultivated terrain to sustain the nuclear family that form the most basic
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social and economic institution of the community, along Rivers Ene,
Tambo, Apur mac, Urubamba, and Peren in departments Jun n, Loreto,
Pasco, Hu nuco, Ucayali, and Cusco. The Ash ninka community dem
onstrates its own rhythm, mythical beliefs, agriculture, tradition, and so
cial and political system, all of which accommodate changes in nature.
The Ash ninka’s economy is agricultural9 and survives off hunt
ing, fishing, and the farming of yucca, banana, peanuts, sweet potato,
and sugar cane.10 After Franciscan coloni ation, the community began
to cultivate other products such as coffee, cocoa bean, and rice. With this
economic dependence on land, it is not uncommon for the Ash ninka
“ Thus , i t i s necessary for the rea de r to unde r s tand
t hes e i mplications of testim ony, w hether w ritte n
a nd ora l, and also consider that the s e w r itte n tes ti moni es a re officializ ed accou n ts b y a Pe r uv ian g o v ernment institution; although we c anno t q uantif y
t hi s i nflue nce, w e mu st be consc io us o f its p res enc e.”
to move their chacra once land becomes infertile. The Ash ninka may
also move geographically because of social and religious spiritual rea
sons. For e ample, with the death of a family member, the community
will leave the land, believing it sacred, and start anew in another area.11
Ash ninka society also organi es itself to gender roles. Typically, ac
cording to anthropologist Enrique Carlos Ro as ole i, the male gender
controls the systems of production upon which women are dependent
for domestic life. Thus, Ash ninka women find themselves in a depen
dent and subordinate position in receiving materials to fulfill their du
ties, which traditionally include sewing, cooking, and carving utensils or
other household items.12
Since coloni ation and evangeli ation, the Ash ninka have had
turbulent relations with foreigners los blancos to their community, in
cluding Spaniards, Franciscans, Peruvians, or Colonos. These colonos,
the group with which the Ash ninka have had the most con ict, is com
prised of migrants from the Ayacucho region that moved to the Ama on
in search of economic benefits many were members of the PCP SL.
When the Franciscans invaded in the seventeenth century, the com
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munity suffered their first land invasion.13 This land con ict has been
a recurrent issue within the Ash ninka community because they lack
proper citi enship and property documentation, permitting themselves
to be territorially and economically e ploited by international compa
nies such as the British owned Peruvian Corporation with the guano
industry. It was not until Juan Velasco Alvarado’s presidency in 19 4
that the Peruvian government made its first step towards recogni ing
the Ama onian community and their land rights with the Ley de Comunidades Nativas de Promoción Agropeuaria de las Regiones de Selva
y Ceja de Selva (D.L. 20653).14 Unfortunately, this law was ineffective
and many Ama onian communities remain without officiali ed papers
even today.
The Ash ninka community began their involvement within the
PCP SL in 19 6 when the group arrived in search of financing their
campaign through cocaine crops, once again presenting the Ash ninka
with land invasion.15 In no time, the Ama on became the meeting point
of four opposing groups: the PCP SL, MRTA, the Sinchis a counter
insurgent police force sent by the Peruvian government to combat the
two terrorist groups , and the Ash ninka rounds an Ash ninka military
force created to combat the terrorist groups , thus placing the Ash ninka
in the middle of four ames and increasing violence in the area.16 The
PCP SL’s activity with the Ash ninka can be divided into three stag
es. In the first stage, the PCP SL started their armed fight with attacks
against the native communities, religious missionaries, and internation
ally funded pro ects for developing infrastructure in the Ama on. In the
second stage, the PCP SL founded popular schools’ in order to indoc
trinate the youth to support the revolution. In the third stage of the PCP
SL strategy, the platform organi ed masses’ support to achieve their ul
timate Mar ist Leninist Maoist revolution the way Gu m n intended.
As observed in Ash ninka history, the people of the community
are born warriors and have always defended their territory and commu
nity in the face of danger and invasion the era of terrorism propagated
by the PCP SL was no e ception.1 Two specific events incited direct
confrontation between the Ash ninka and the terrorist groups. The first
was the assassination of Ale andro Calder n, the president of the Apaty
awake Nampitsi Ash ninka ANAP , an indigenous federation of fifty
two native communities in Pichis.1 In reaction, the community formed
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the Ash ninka Military on December 26, with the support of AIDESEP
Asociaci n Inter tnica de Desarrollo de la Selva Peruana . The second
event was when the PCP SL took control of the capital of district Puer
to Prado and forced two integral NGOs to leave the area: the CAAAP
Centro Ama nico de Antropolog a y Aplicaci n Pr ctica and Save
the Children.
The Ash ninka Military, also called the Rounds’ or the Com
mittees of Auto Defense,’ organi ed itself according to different geo
graphical ones of the community, with the ob ective of defending the
community. The Ash ninka Military formed a part of not only each
Ash ninka community’s defense initiatives, but also the native federa
tions such as CECONSEC Central de Comunidades Nativas de la Selva
Central del Per and the FECONACA Federaci n de Comunidades
Nativas Campa Ash ninka , and additionally the Peruvian state and its
counterinsurgent strategy, which supported the Ash ninka Military in
weaponry.19 President Fu imore was especially known for working with
the counterterrorism efforts in the Ama on, helping to fulfill regular
tasks such as harvesting for sustenance and patrolling the area twenty
four hours a day to control who could and could not enter the commu
nity.20 The Ash ninka attribute the survival of their community primarily
to the efforts of the Ash ninka Military.
In the era of terrorism, the Ash ninka community suffered vari
ous repercussions such as destruction of infrastructure and severe ter
ritorial displacement that affected 10,000 Ash ninka overall, and forced
3, 44 to move into five nuclear populations: Puerto Ocopa, Poyeni,
Cutivireni, Beatnia, and Valle Esmeralda.21 With respect to their culture,
the fabric of the Ash ninka society was gravely affected: families were
separated or killed leaving a numerous infant population as orphans,
gender roles drastically changed and social structure was permanently
altered. The community also suffered severe emotional, mental, and
psychological effects as well as physical effects.22 Admittedly, the era
of terrorism frustrated already e isting problems within the community,
such as displacement, territory con icts, and racial discrimination be
tween los blancos and Ama onian natives, and e ploitation of land and
native labor force. Thus, when the Peruvian state created the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission CVR to restore the memory, recogni e vi
olations of human rights committed by the terrorist group and the armed
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forces, and conduct various investigations in the most isolated and af
fected areas of the Ama on, the Ash ninka reacted by not entirely un
derstanding the CVR’s purpose. For the Ash ninka, life has always been
this way, and the era of terrorism was no e ception: Why in this moment
is the Peruvian state now showing sympathy and offering recuperation
towards the Ash ninka Because the rest of the country was affected as
well This history became much longer than the Peruvian government
anticipated when conducting the investigations of the CVR.
The Asháninka Concept of Memory
An analysis of the Ash ninka and their testimonies requires a
basic understanding of their memory conception. Villapolo comments
on an important characteristic of Ash ninka thought, Durante los a os
de violencia, la gente quer a olvidar los estragos de la guerra interna,
dec an <<recordar es volver a enfermarse>> Villapolo y V sque
1999 , 23 During the years of violence, people wanted to forget the
ruins of the internal war, they said
remembering is becoming sick
again . The Ash ninka community found itself many times unwilling
and unable to remember their history. However, there are two principal
categories of memory for the community: 1 Public memory and 2 Pri
vate memory.
Under the pressure of the CVR and its efforts for national recu
peration, the Ash ninka were forced to adopt a public memory different
from their private memory. In this public memory, they were permitted
to leave la identidad guerrera, til en tiempos de violencia, y presen
t ndose como no violentos, para acercarse al Estado e insertarse en la
sociedad nacional Handler 1994 , 24 A warrior identity, useful in times
of violence, and present themselves as not violent in order to get closer
to the state and insert itself in national society. With this oversight of
the Ash ninka’s warrior identity, the Ash ninka community endangered
the preservation of their true identity and the real history of the inter
nal war. For some Ash ninka, it became natural to negate and forget
the violence, but for others it was not. Thus, a rupture occurred within
the community.25 In forgetting, the community was accepting their own
silence within the public sphere this silence had the ob ective of mak
ing an alliance with the Peruvian state and proving that the community
was civili ed and deserving to be considered a part of Peru.26 With this
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silence, the Ash ninka community became not only victims of violence,
but also victims of ignorance in the official Peruvian public sphere.
In the private memory, the pain and frustration of the commu
nity is evident. The era of terrorism strengthened a memory of decep
tion facing foreigners to the community since coloni ation. In many
testimonies, victims describe how the PCP SL promised them a better
future, property rights, liberty, and economic resources that would help
them escape poverty. However, the PCP SL tricked the Ash ninka with
their empty promises. This deception came from outside the community
as Investigator Leslie Villapolo Herrera comments, La comunidad con
struy una narrativa que acent a la idea de que lo malo’ vino de afuera
Villapolo y V sque 1999 , 2 The community constructed a narra
tive that accentuated the idea that the bad’ came from outside. The
Ash ninka continually suffered from this e ternal bad’ and formed an
epic memory of warriors towards those vindicators that fought against
the terrorists, the Kichóncari anyone foreign to the Ash ninka com
munity. For e ample, los rojos the reds members of the MRTA , senderistas PCP SL , and los colonos and ayacuchanos. The vindicators
of the Ash ninka Military were viewed as the saviors of the community,
despite their errors and e cesses committed, because se comet an en
defensa propia y persiguiendo un fin superior: liberar a los ash ninka
del poder del SL, 2 They committed them in their own defense and in
pursuing a superior end: to liberate the ash ninka from the power of the
PCP SL.
In addition to these two memories of deception and epic war
riorism, another form of memory has proven to be especially impor
tant with regard to this investigation: una memoria inmemorable que
transmite las tradiciones consagradas, que repite lo que los ancestros
hicieron y di eron, que institucionali a derechos y costumbres venera
bles, 29 An immemorial memory that transmits the consecrated tradi
tions, that repeats what the ancestors did and said, that institutionali es
rights and venerable customs. This immemorial memory is transmitted
over generations. Within the Ash ninka oral history, we observe that
La concepci n de ciclos de violencia de relaciona con la idea de que
cada generaci n familiar va a pasar por su propia e periencia de guer
ra, 30 The conception of cycles of violence relate with the idea that
every family generation is going to pass through their own war e peri
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ence. In a testimony presented in the work of Villapolo, Nora, an e
authority communal of fifty years old, tells us, Ellos dec an como los
antiguos, nuestros abuelos, contaban que nunca va a acabar la guerra.
Claro, puede calmar un rato, pero se levanta otra ve . Eso nos contaba
la gente que est all , estamos entrando en la guerra, vamos a seguir
luchando, 31 They said like the people, our grandparents, related that
the war is never going to end. Of course, it can calm for a short times,
but it will rise up again. This is what the people told us that were there,
we are entering the war. In this, we observe how the internal war was
not unique for the Ash ninka, but rather a war for the current generation.
Within this thought process, the Ash ninka memory does not belong to
the past or the present but rather forms una memoria activa, que elabora un pasado presente . Este concepci n asume el pasado como
producto de la acci n humana, lo cual permitir a tomar distancia de la
contingencia del presente y del futuro. Esta distancia permite enfocarlos
como tiempos abiertos es decir, disponibles y moldeables, 32 An active
memory, that elaborates a present past . This conception assumes
the past as a product of human action, which permits it to distance itself
from the eventuality of the present and future. This distance permits
itself to focus as open times, that is, free and malleable.
Within this immemorial memory, the Ash ninka women play a
crucial role. It is their responsibility to defend the land and tradition of
the Ash ninka from invaders.33 With this role, during and after the in
ternal war, the Ash ninka women protected the community using words
as their primary tool their responsibility was not in speaking, but rather
keeping silent y ocultar los hechos a sus hi os para evitarles sufrimien
to, 34 And hiding the facts from the children to avoid their suffering.
In silencing themselves, the Ash ninka women were protecting their
children from the horrors of terrorism. On the contrary, after the war,
the Ash ninka women assumed the obligation to speak about what hap
pened para que sus hi os no repitan la historia de enga o, 35 So that
their children do not repeat the history of deception, and to proteger a
los hi os de otro enga o en el futuro, 36 Protect the children from deceit
in the future. As Villapolo comments, La transmisi n de la memo
ria ser a una herramienta para este fin, 3 The transmission of memory
will be a tool for this end. From here emerged the community’s motto:
recordar para no volver a ser enga ados, 3 To remember in order to
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not be deceived again. The woman’s crucial role in memory served
not only to recuperate the community and transmit memory to future
generations, but also to maintain private memory against the propagated
public memory.

“ From here emerged the c o mmunity’ s
motto: ‘recordar para no v o l v er a s e r
engañados, ’ ‘To remem b e r in o r der to
no t b e d e c e i v e d a ga i n. ’ ”
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Rice-blood
When I was in first grade, I was made to draw a picture of what
I wanted to be when I grew up. I scrawled out in deep blue crayon,
2+2=4. Funny thing is, apparently that was enough, because Mrs. Kel
lison ust smiled through her saggy red lips and paper thin teeth and col
lected it like normal. Maybe she knew it then. I think maybe she knew
that I wouldn’t be another Benson drawn to the mill and drowning in
rice. I think maybe she was saving me.
Stuttgart, Arkansas: A Natural Place to Call Home Rice and
Duck Capital of the World. Beloved host of the International Duck
Calling Contest where people from all over the world ock to e pose
their mastered talents in the art of the duck call. Proud hailer of the sec
ond Greatest Wall of China, where you might like to climb on up and
have a quart of shrimp less shrimp lo mein. Home of the 00 year old
corn effigy, pottery crafted by a Native American tribe that we don’t
have a name for. A safe place to wear work boots with dress pants and
your sweat infused Hanes tee shirt knotted up over a hairy belly. But
above all else—the heart of the Southern rice belt, Stuttgart’s mill pro
duction accounts for a little over forty percent of all rice e ported from
the country. There’s money in rice. Just last year the state recorded rice
e port revenue of about 91 million dollars. There’s money in rice that
is, for the people on top. But in a small town like Stuttgart, there’s respect in it for anyone strong, brave, or ust plain stupid enough to make
it their life.
My father worked for the mill down the road from us straight
out of high school and before that, his father, and before that we don’t
really know because Pap Pap had a mean way about him and never ac
knowledged that he had any family before marriage. For twenty eight
years my dad walked the quarter mile to West Prairie Grain and Rice
for his ten to twelve hour shift moving, loading, unloading, drying, and
husking rice. Moving, loading, unloading, drying, and husking.
I remember I went with him sometimes, back before I started
school and Mom first started getting sick. He’d take me back with him
after his lunch and I’d bounce along behind him like a loyal puppy dog
an ious to play fetch. I wasn’t allowed inside any building with a ma
chine in it, but I would wait outside in the sun, picking at the tall grass
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and wrapping it around my ankles, watching him load and unload fifty
lb. bags onto truck bed after truck bed. The bags were my si e back then,
and so from a very early age, I came to believe that my father was some
sort of super hero, invincible even that he was the kind of man, you
know the kind, that could carry the weight of the world—the weight of
all the rice in the world—on his narrow shoulders and still have strength
to carry Mom to bed when he’d find her stumbling around at night.
He was a quiet man with a moustache so grand that it over
whelmed his whole mouth and took over. Made it damn near impos
sible to read his subtle e pressions, but at the same time had a way of
living entirely detached
from his mood. It seemed
“…I came to b e l ie v e that
to me that when he was
my father w as s o me s o r t o f
at his saddest, it spent
super hero , i nv i nc i b l e e v e n;
all day bouncing up and
that he wa s t he k i nd o f m a n,
down and twitching hap
you know the k in d, that
pily—uncontrollably.
could carr y the w eight o f
And in those rare mo
the world— t he w e i ght of a l l
ments of oyful bliss, it
the rice in the w o r l d— o n his
would simply sway with
narrow sho u l d e r s a nd s t i l l
a certain somber defi
ha v e s t r e ng t h t o c a r r y Mo m
ance. We Bensons, my
to b ed w he n he’ d f ind her
father would say with his
stu mbling aro und at nig ht. ”
nostrils ared, moustache
sadly swaying, and his
chest puffed out ust right, We Bensons have rice runnin’ through our
veins, we do. It was well rehearsed and I figure his father might’ve said
something of the like to him growing up. We got that rough rice runnin’
straight through us—pumps straight through our hearts and comes out
clean and ready. And maybe he was right all along. Maybe it is in my
blood—rice blood desperate for the husking, because after four years
at USF and three years in grad school in Boston, I somehow still found
myself walking to the mill for the first twelve hour seasonal shift of the
summer.
***
ou Manny’s son He was an average built guy with light
greasy hair and some frog like features though I couldn’t pin which. I
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took him to be a few years younger than myself, but later came to find
he was well into his thirties.
I e tended a hand. eah, I’m David. He ignored it and mo
tioned for me to follow him and I forgave him immediately because he
walked like a frog too, and who can stay mad at someone like that
He handed me a small brown slip. This is your punch card. ou
gon’ want to punch in right off when you get here and right before you
leave.
When do I find out my I started, but he was good at his role
and was set to interrupt before the thought had even formed and from
that point on, I resolved to be the simple silent type that summer.
Schedule gets hung in the office every Thursday before the
shift. If you have a problem you best submit it in writing before the shift
ends and there ain’t much time for writing when you workin’, so it’s best
to not have any problems.
He showed me around the mill and the fields and I impressed
myself with how familiar I still was with all of it. Even with the detailed
things that I know my father couldn’t have bothered to e plain to me
at that age, it felt more like remembering rather than learning it for the
first time. It was an older mill so the procedure of removing the husk
and the bran was a two step process unlike some of the newer competi
tors. The rice comes from the fields, one machine removes the husk, one
machine removes the bran, and then it’s dried, saniti ed, and packaged
to be picked up by truckers from all around the country. The hours are
long, the noise is unbearable, and the summer heat could make you want
to sell your soul to the devil twice over.
Frog Man handed me my contract and pen and I read it over
once. I furrowed my brow critically, but mostly skimmed through the
lot of it. Seasonal workers are responsible for dumping trucks, sampling
grain, assisting in setting bins and drying grain, making minor repairs,
scooping grain and sweeping in and around grain elevators. I pictured
my father doing all of this in his beat up West Prairie polo and for the
first time wondered why they made them wear those things every day.
Basic Qualifications: Must be able to work twelve hours per day, seven
days per week during harvest period. Ability to work both day and night
shift. Ability to read and write in English (preferred). I don’t remember
signing a thing, but I must’ve because ne t thing I know I’m in slot two
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at the first drier, watching the paddy—the rough rice, bounce up and
down in its rack and getting sprayed in the face with bran at slot three
and then in a blink, I’m lifting those same fifty lb. sacks of rice into a
bed that I made myself. I’m the superhero, and I’m carrying it all ust
fine.
I kept to myself mostly. There were never more than si of us in
the same slot at the same time, and it was usually no more than four. I
was in slot three with a weathered Dominican man who I had a lingering
suspicion spoke a lot more English than people seemed to believe, two
squinty eyed light skin dudes who were around my age and I took to be
brothers, and
a massive black
man
that
I’d heard had a
“I’ m the su p erhero, and
criminal past
and a short fuse.
I’ m carryin g it all jus t
I was sweep
ing up grain
fine. ”
from around
the holding bins
and one of the
brother guys,
the kind of guy who would raise his hand in grade school for a hall pass
and then change his mind when the teacher gave it to him, he comes over
carrying one of the leaky sacks of paddy and starts walking in circles
around me. He’s walking in circles and whistlin’ like he don’t even see
me there and I can hear his shithead brother laughing to himself and I
can feel the Dominican man ticking his tongue and all the while the rice
is ust trickling out all around me and I ust stare at him because who the
fuck picks fights with the simple silent type So I ust stare. And he ust
stares. And then I’m back to sweeping and he’s walking off like nothing
even happened.
Dem is dogs. He had been sitting in the dark corner behind
the gate to the first sifter. He looked to be twice the si e of it and it was
as if his shadow casted over the machine instead of the reverse and it’s
important to note that unlike other large men I’ve known, the longer I
knew this man the larger he became.
Huh I had heard him but his voice was deep and made sense
and I found comfort in it.
Dem is the dogs. He nodded toward the brothers and kept his
eyes on his hands as he steadied the sifter and gave it a gentle tug at the
end of each cycle of new paddy. ou new and you white so you’ll need
to be workin’ twice as fast and twice as quiet to keep the dogs off. I
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watched his huge hands comically fiddle with the latches on the side of
the bran tray. His deep brown skin was coated in white powdery bran,
making it look like he was wearing some kind of surgical glove.
It’s Barney, right I e tended my own bran coated hand
through the rusting gate.
Twice as quiet.
I took the hint but stared at his hands for a little longer and found
myself imagining him ossing his teeth with those hands. Then I was
sweeping again. He began humming to himself and I wondered if he’d
been humming the whole time, from the start, and I was embarrassed for
not noticing. And then I was humming along with him. I was shoveling
a pile back into a basin and I was humming along with him. It was an old
Journey song, I think. Couldn’t tell you how I knew it so well. My father
liked Journey.
I looked at my watch and it was time for me to head to Gate B
and meet a new truck, and as I was leaving I hesitated and then heard
him again.
They call me Bethlehem. And if I hadn’t paused for that frac
tion of a second in the doorway, I never would’ve heard him.
I’m David. I looked back at him to see if he was looking up
now. I’m seasonal.
Glad to meet you, Davie.
David, actually, it’s ust David, I managed.
Uh huh. He went back to his work and I swear I heard the
softest chuckle under his breath as I was walking away.
When I went to grab my lunch from the office I found it by the
door waiting for me. It looked like someone had stomped a heavy work
boot into every individual thing I had packed and then shoved it back in
the brown bag with some new artwork drawn on it. I glanced through the
glass door and Frog Man was looking up at me with knowing eyes and I
forgave him again because he probably wouldn’t have been able to stop
them if he tried.
I was walking up the path towards home to scrounge up some
thing else for lunch when I heard him. Well, I heard crying and it’s not
like I knew it was him when I walked up to the truck or anything. I
could’ve guessed but there was no way to know for sure, so I hoisted my
leg over the back rail and looked down. He was lying on his back in the
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mound of rice that coated the truck bed. He looked comfortable. With
out even thinking, I found myself climbing into the back of the truck and
walking over to him with my hands in my pockets and my eyes in the
clouds. As I got closer I was less and less sure that what I had heard was
crying, because by the time I reached him his eyes were completely dry.
Hey, Bethlehem I inched at the sound of feigned enthusi
asm in my voice.
Hiya, Davie He lifted a hand in my general direction and I
wondered if he was mocking me. I didn’t mind.
I sat down on my butt on the opposite end of the truck bed, care
ful to give him his spac. but not too much that I might give the impres
sion that I was keeping him at a distance. His lunch was laid out on top
of its plastic bag. Two sandwiches, applesauce, and what I think were a
stack of crackers. My stomach growled and he must’ve heard it because
he shoved one of his bologna and cheese sandwiches into my lap and
said, Have it.
It felt right so I ate it without the typical are you sure and no, I
couldn’t possibly. I ate my first half and he ate his in silence and when I
was finished I was a better person somehow.
Why are you sad I didn’t mean to ask this, but looking back,
I am grateful it came out ust that way.
Why you think I’m sad He tilted his head towards me in the
slightest.
I don’t know, I began lifting small handfuls of rough rice and
letting it run freely through my fingers. It was strange how different it
looked before the mill. I didn’t much like the pure filtered white rice that
the mill spat out and since I had moved out on my own I’d been buying
brown rice. It went through half of the milling process but still main
tained enough in si e and color that I could eat it and feel right about it.
He let a soft chuckle escape that made me sure of the first one.
Oh you do, you has a reason for thinking what you thought, so you tell
me. He bit into the second half of his sandwich and waved it in an arc.
Why you think I’m sad for
our family I continued to let rice run through my fingers.
I got two healthy girls and a wife that can cook a mean beef
stew. He cupped his hands behind his head like a pillow.
ou hate it here I had stood up and was drawing circles in
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the rice with the tip of my boot now.
Rice is my life. It’s the only thing I ever learnt but that don’t
mean I didn’t want to learn it. Think bout it in the morning, I eat it in
the evening. And it’s easy work when you like to be lifting things. He
e ed an already bulging muscle and I winced as if he’d hurt me right
then.
I lay down ne t to him. Why do people call you Bethlehem
He quickly glanced to the side as if I had startled him. Why
people call you Davie
They don’t. I cupped my hands behind my own head.
Oh don’t they His head had turned towards me and he had
that arch in his eyebrow.
I kept my eyes on the sky now. No, they don’t. The only person
that ever called me Davie was my father.
I know.
ou know I sat up and braced my back against the cold metal
siding.
our father was the best friend I ever had. I noticed the rest
of his sandwich was still resting on his
“ R ic e is my l if e .
chest.
I t’ s the o nl y thing
ou knew my father I asked.
I e v er l earnt b ut
Boy, I been workin’ this mill
that do n’ t mean
for twelve years. Anyone that been here
I didn’ t w ant to
more than si knows your father and
l earn it.
T hink
knows he the best friend they ever had.
‘ b o ut it in the
He looked me dead in the eye right then,
mo rning, I e at it
as if I was the dumb one.
in the ev e ning. ”
He hardly spoke, I let out.
He don’t got to, he said with
out missing a beat.
His moustache was alive.
Talked about you well enough. Ain’t think you ever be hangin’
around here though. ou a college boy right He sat up now, too, and
faced me with his back against the opposite side of the truck.
eah, that’s right. I’m in grad school now. I like math. I was
breaking the rice into halves between my fingernails.
I could feel him e amining me as if he already knew. Why you
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here
Came home for the summer. Couldn’t find work worth a damn.
I ung the halves between the metal railings and onto the ground.
Davie, why is you here He already knew.
I needed a break, I said.
ou call this a break He shook his head and smiled like he
does.
I needed a change for a while. Make sure I’m doing what I’m
supposed to be doing, you know
Davie, I think you scared.
Huh I could feel him still staring at me and I thought about
getting out right then and there.
ou like math Go math. Don’t come running up in here put
ting that pity veil on your father—puttin’ that pity on me. We ain’t the
sad ones never was, he said, sounding more honest than angry.
The machines in slot four and seven are calibrated wrong. I
calculate they’re wasting about si ty seven cents an hour which is about
si teen dollars a day which is about 5,900 dollars every year and I figure
I should probably tell someone about it and then I think I should prob
ably ust mind my own because I don’t want people to think I’m some
sort of well shaven prick who went to college and thinks he’s better than
everybody else.
Do you think you better than ev’body else He ared his nos
trils.
My dad said rice is in my blood. ou believe that shit Like it’s
my destiny or something. I ung more rice between the bars.
So what if it is He raised ust one eyebrow this time.
Then what the fuck am I doing in Boston I said, tossing limp
hands in the air.
ou’re changing it, he said.
Walked into town the other day and met a girl. The kind of girl
I’m supposed to wanna marry and all that. She was the sweetest thing
I’d ever met and didn’t have those perfect teeth like Boston girls. Only
maybe I don’t want to marry her at all, because maybe I don’t want to
have to take care of someone like he did.
Don’t go talkin’ bout your mom like she was dead weight.
His eyes dug into me and I swallowed hard.
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My dad carried her from the altar and never stopped carrying
her. The clouds were moving faster now.
He loved her. And when you get to loving something, you’re
willing to do all kinds of things for it. He shrugged his shoulders but
kept his eyes digging into me.
She made a good stew, I admitted.
He loved her more than rice, he said.
She was a good woman.
He was a good man, he said.
Why are you sad I found myself asking again e cept this
time I forced my eyes back to his.
He smiled and rolled his eyes like he was fourteen again and I really
felt for him. I’m hidin’ in this truck, crying... he inhaled and started
again, I’m hiding in this truck, sad, because I miss him. He stared at
his hands with blank eyes. That’s all.
I know, and I wrapped my arms around my chest because I
deserved a hug.
We lay in that truck in silence for about fifteen more minutes, or
maybe it’d been hours, and when the lunch bell rang twice, we picked
each other up and got back to our rice.
***
When I got home, I collapsed onto the steps leading to our side
door. I buried my face into my hands and took the deep kind of breaths
that give you something to think about. When I opened my eyes, my
finger was tracing the cracks on the step beneath my knees. I heard the
creak of the step as he crept up in through the side door, his pores burst
ing with white powder. He would place an unrecogni able finger to his
lips and wink at me and I would watch the dust utter way from his
eyelashes and dance around his pupils. He’d slide out of his heavy boots
and I’d slither into them as he carefully ew with the dust to Mother at
the ironing board. He’d wrap his arms around her curve and dive into her
limp curls and bring them to life with the dust. She would giggle and he
would shake and I would stumble forward desperately, trying to catch
akes of light powder on a warm tongue. And he would tell her, it was
the middle of the night. And she would claim she needed to get me ready
for school. And he would tell her that it was summer and that it was the
middle of the night and with a pacifying hand, firm in the small of her
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back, he ushered her out of the kitchen, but not before turning to give me
one last wink—his moustache bouncing up and down happily.
I heard movement inside—a low guttural moan and sticky foot
steps on the swollen oor boards of the living room. I stood and let those
molting weathered boots carry me inside to Mother. Manny, is that you,
rice cake? A pause. Yeah, Ma… No, Ma... Let’s get you to bed.

“ I heard the creak of the s tep as he
crept up in through the s i d e d o o r ,
hi s p o r e s b u r s t i ng w i t h w hi t e p o wd er. ”
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The Members
They have names like CHANDLERSWAN. They leave half a leaf of
lettuce and a quarter of a crouton on their plate and say they aren’t done.
They ensure you make three trips to their table when you could easily
carry e tra napkins and straws in your hands at the same time. I should
not say that all of the members are like this, because they aren’t. On the
hot summer days when we slave to get members water and ga pacho,
the nice ones will say,
Stay cool, please don’t work too hard.
Oh wait Can you get me a lemon
The Chandlerswans.
I would e pect the Chandlerswan heir to be one of a wealthy stature. I
would e pect that the family would be members of a country club. And
I guess I should e pect that the mini Chandlerswan apple does not fall
far from the big Chandlerswan weed. The eleven year old speaks down
to me, her superior server. Every time I serve her, I have to give myself
a pep talk and reassure myself of all my good traits, but when I leave the
table, I end up feeling so small, so insignificant.
Chandlerswan apple:
Ummm a couple things. a This hot dog is sub par and has wrinkles. b
My lemonade is too light in color up top, and my friend wanted a lemon
ade so could you get on that And c Are you STILL out of chipwiches
Also, your shirt is ugly.
Insignificant Being Me :
Do you want a grilled cheese instead of a hot dog I’m sorry about the
discoloration of your lemonade, Ms. Chandlerswan MS. CHANDLER
SWAN WHAT AM I DOING OU’RE ELEVEN And I’ll check on
the chipwiches. And if my shirt could only look as good as your pastel,
faded terrycloth cover up well then I wouldn’t have any problems
now, would I
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The O’s.
The member number O11 will haunt me forever. Mr. O will look thir
ty two until he’s fifty, when he okes that he’s still thirty two. Then it
will be a question of whether he ust looks really old for thirty two or
disgustingly young for fifty and he will always be a rude, deviant
slimeball. He is the type of man who wears popsicles and lobsters on his
shorts. He suggested to one of our servers that instead of our heinous
green cabana shirts that we wear bikinis. Khaki shorts with sneakers in
the summer is not my ideal fashion statement either, but how inappropri
ate that a man with kids no, a MARRIED man with kids would make
such a request The last time I served him, he made me crawl to the edge
of the pool to hand him a Miller Lite. I hated this.
Mrs. Thompson.
Deb Thompson. Mascara running down her cheeks, bottle blonde hair
slicked back with chlorine, a double chin, and a smoker’s lisp that is,
a smoker’s voice with a lisp . Deb Thompson is THAT member. The
member who struts in at :50 when she knows the pool closes at 9:00.
The member who can’t order without changing the entree. The member
who asks daily for the pool temperature. She stews in the deep end. Let
me define stew. Stewing Deb Thompson style is a cross between
the Dead Man’s Float and treading water her daily e ercise .
Deb Thompson is always on a new diet kick. The latest All mayo, no
brown food. Riddle me this: I’m on a new diet. I haven’t had bread in
two weeks. No bread I cheated with corn last night but for tonight,
I’ll have a Caesar salad, NO CROUTONS, e tra parm’ and a side of
mo arella sticks. I know the mo arella sticks have that bread around
them, but I’ll treat myself. I have a few qualms with this order:
1
E tra parm in addition to the Caesar dressing is knocking that
salad up to about 50 calories. Minus the Caesar dressing, throw in the
croutons, and you are looking at a 300 calorie salad. Take it from a teen
age girl always trying a new diet.
2
Bread around the mo arella sticks I’m sorry, are you referring
to the fried fat around the fat Just because they’re both brown doesn’t
mean they are in the same food group.
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3

Didn’t you treat yourself with your corn last night

Two hours later and I spot her munching on a Chocolate clair ice cream
pop. Don’t worry though, that Dead Man’s Float should burn that off.
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Comedy Vérité:
Arrested Development and the Docusoap Form
In the season four episode of the 90s sitcom Seinfeld entitled
The Virgin, George Costan a uses his newly acquired ob as a sitcom
writer to pick up women. However, to his dismay, the women he meets
find his ob laughable, disgusted that he can write that crap. The repet
itive, monotonous nature of the situational comedy had led several crit
ics to proclaim at the turn of the century that the sitcom is dead. 1 But
within the last decade, a new format of the situational comedy has come
forth, blending in elements from documentary filmmaking in order to
create a wholly new comedic form. This new style, described by scholar
Brett Mills as comedy v rit , 2 utili es a mi ed genre form to shift
situational comedy away from its music house origins and towards an
individuali ed comedic structure, specifically tailored to the television
medium. This new form can be seen in a number of post millennial TV
shows, among them Curb Your Enthusiasm, Flight of the Conchords,
both the British and American versions of The Office, and, as this paper
will focus on, Arrested Development. Through its use of the comedy
v rit style, Arrested Development heightens the absurdity of its comedy
by treating it with a serious, truthful tone while also furthering the
form of the television sitcom.
Situational comedy, sitcom for short, is a television genre that
has always been critici ed for its simplistic use of stereotypes, out
moded representations, and an apparent failure to engage with social or
political developments. 3 Initially formed as a compromise between
vaudeville’s theatrical origins and the necessary strictures of television
and radio broadcasting, the general sitcom format has developed little
since it was first created. 4 While the ma ority of television genres

V rit , French for truth, is spelled in its native language with an accent
aigu over both letter e s. With the word’s transposition over to English,
various authors choose to either include or remove these accents. Brett Mills
and Stephen Mamber omit both accents, while Ethan Thompson and Trisha
Dunleavy include only the second accent. For the purposes of this paper, all
quotations will use their source spellings, while all comments and paraphrased
sections will use the correct French spelling with both accents included.
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have now evolved their own televisual language that separates them
from theatre, a ma or part of the pleasure derived from sitcom results
from its attempt to recreate the music hall e perience. 5 Sitcom remains
one of the few genres that is still, on the whole, shot in front of a
live audience, and staged as if theatre
sitcom format acts as the
electronic substitute for collective e perience.’ 6 Held to its theatrical
origins, sitcom is one of the few television genres that neglects to form a
comple and fully formed narrative space, instead retaining a shoot
ing style which serves to encode presence and the status of live perfor
mance,’ through a three camera setup and omission of the fourth wall.
Sitcom intentionally neglects the capabilities of the television medium
in order to foreground the aspects of its own performance, offering
pleasure in the presentation of verbal and physical comic skill rather
than cinematic development. These clearly outlined genre conventions
help sitcoms to differentiate themselves from serious programming and
establish a comedic environment in which the laughter track, the theat
rical shooting style, and the displayed performance clearly demonstrate
sitcom’s artificial status and its clear, precise, single minded aim: to
make you laugh. 9 By distancing itself from the verisimilitude associ
ated with other, more serious genres, sitcom form signals its intentions
to be understood as nothing more than entertainment. 10 These concrete
boundaries help to reinforce the conservative, stable format of the genre
and its content.11
On the opposite end of the cinematic style spectrum, there is
documentary filmmaking cin ma v rit and its reality TV based cous
in, the docusoap. Rather than constructing artificiality, both of these cin
ematic modes are concerned with portraying the real. Cin ma v rit
is a practical working method based upon a faith in unmanipulated real
ity, a refusal to tamper with life as it presents itself. 12 It is an attempt
to strip away the accumulated conventions of traditional cinema in the
hope of rediscovering a reality that eludes other forms of filmmaking
and reporting. 13 To do this, cin ma v rit employs hand held cameras
and live, synchronous sound so that instead of having people come
to the camera, the camera goes to them. The filmmaker must be free
to follow action without dominating it through sheer mechanical pres
ence. Tripods, heavy lights, cables, and the rest of the paraphernalia of
studio shooting are eliminated. The filmmaker is a reporter with a cam
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era instead of a notebook. 14 Docusoaps build off of the cin ma v rit
aesthetic if not its ideology . Brett Mills describes the concept of docu
soap as a form in which traditional documentary shooting techniques
are aligned with editing practices more associated with popular drama
or soap opera. 15 Richard Kilborn says that docusoaps display distinc
tively hybrid qualities. They combine features associated with classic’
observational documentary with structuring techniques that are regu
larly deployed in soap opera narratives. He continues, stating that the
recipe for a typical docu soap could not be simpler. One gains access
to a group of people working for a particular organisation or pursuing
some form of professional activity and films their interactions as they
go about their appointed tasks. 16 Distinct from traditional documentary,
docusoap is not issue based, but rather focuses always on personality
and character interaction. Docusoap’s basic appeal is that it offers its
audience with the prospect of a voyeuristic encounter with real life’
often larger than life individuals. 1
In his article entitled Comedy V rit : Contemporary Sitcom
Form, scholar Brett Mills argues that a new trend in television blends
these two genres to create what he calls comedy v rit a portmanteau
of situational comedy and cin ma vérité .1 In comedy v rit , the visual
characteristics of cin ma v rit are adopted by sitcom for comedic
purposes. 19 More than a definition of style, comedy v rit also indi
cates a use of television comedy to interrogate the processes and repre
sentations of media forms, in a manner similar to the aggressively in
volved characteristics of
cin ma v rit . 20 Ethan
“It is ‘an attemp t to s trip
Thompson claims that
aw ay the ac c umul ated c o ncomedy v rit can best
ventions of traditio nal c ine be understood
as an
m a in the ho p e o f redis c o v e r emerging mode of pro
ing a reality that el ude s o ther
duction that is being ad
form s of fi l mmak ing and re opted for its efficiency,
porting. ’ ”
visual comple ity, and
semiotic clout. 21 Trisha
Dunleavy notes that genre hybridi ation is most evident in forms that
blend conventions which have been historically distant from each other
such as comedy and documentary , and the success of comedy v rit ’s
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distinct format is ustified by its blending of conventions from sitcom
and reality’ docusoap, the latter being itself a blend of observational
documentary’ and character driven drama.’ 22 She identifies si main
conventions that characteri e comedy v rit programs and distinguish
them from their sitcom counterparts. These are as follows:
1 the use of a situational premise that reconciles the progressive po
tentials of reality’ docusoap with the sitcom’s conventional stasis and
entrapment
2 narration through reality’ TV’s v rit styled aesthetics
3 characters who, e ploiting the additional opportunities afforded
by v rit styled aesthetics, acknowledge the camera and or try to ma
nipulate what is being recorded
4 the striking of a narrative balance, down to the structure of an indi
vidual episode, between the self containment and circularity of sitcom
and the seriality of most docusoap
5 a focus on the kind of awed, incorrigible characters whose enter
tainment credentials were established by sitcom and adapted by real
ity’ docusoap via the recruitment of suitable figures from real life
6 a self conciousness in comic performance which, encouraged by
the v rit styled interplay between characters, the camera and some
times including the programme makers, increases the edgy discomfort
of the resulting humour.23

V rit comedies use these si markers of a pro imity to the real’ in
the highly constructed conte t of a fictual situation and a scripted narra
tive that is performed by actors. 24 Each of these characteristics blends
elements from both genres, assembling them into something entirely
different. The unique style of comedy v rit therefore demonstrates not
only sitcom’s new found engagement with alternative modes of repre
sentation, but also inevitably critiques the necessity for the distinction
between the two forms. 25
In adopting the docusoap aesthetic, comedy v rit transfers
the style of documentary filmmaking into the comedic realm. Mills de
scribes this new genre mi in terms of the British comedy series The
Office, stating that the show simply does not look like it a sitcom
it is shot on hand held cameras, with muted colours, and abandon s
the fourth wall. 26 The camera appears to roam the office, capturing
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events as they happen, with erky, hand held shots and, frequently, pic
tures that are out of focus. 2 Comedy v rit series thus use the aesthet
ics and conventions of docusoap for comedic ends. 2 As demonstrat
ed in The Office, humour is constructed through documentary rather
than sitcom conventions, as
comedy is formed through
“ Ea c h of these charac the availability and interac
teristics blends elements
tion of the filmmaker with the
f rom both genres, assem show’s sub ects rather than
bli ng the m into som e the sole interplay between the
t hi ng enti r ely different.”
characters.29 Comedy v rit
shifts the source of humor
in the television comedy from the constructed oke to the observation
of a comic event, as the documentary aesthetic creates comic effect
through the comic contrast between the discourse of sobriety and the
hilarious ineptitude of the sub ects. 30
E emplifying the style of comedy v rit is the American com
edy series Arrested Development. As stated by the show’s narrator, Ron
Howard, in its opening credits, Arrested Development is the story of a
wealthy family who lost everything and the one son who had no choice
but to keep them all together. 31 The show follows the lives of the eccen
tric, wealthy Bluth family, thrown into chaos when the SEC investigates
the Bluth house building business. 32 Featuring an all star cast including
Jason Bateman, Jeffery Tambor, Jessica Walter, Portia de Rossi, Will Ar
nett, Tony Hale, David Cross, Michael Cera, Alia Shawkat, and others,
the show follows the lives of its various characters as they struggle to
cope with incest, unemployment, and their own personal neuroses. The
show primarily focuses on the family’s golden son, Michael Bluth, who
acts as the show’s moral compass and attempts to keep everything from
falling apart. Marc Peyser of Newsweek described the show as clever,
nutty and utterly original, it’s something like The Royal Tenenbaums’
meets Malcolm in the Middle,’ held together with Monty Python’ Silly
Putty. Though it was a favorite of critics and won si Emmys over the
course of its run,33 the show failed to find an audience and consistently
fared poorly in its Nielson ratings.34 The half hour show ran for only
three seasons, the latter two cut down to only eighteen and thirteen epi
sodes, respectively from the standard twenty two . Arrested Develop-
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ment was finally cancelled at the end of its third season in 2006.35
In describing the series’ conception, creator Mitchell Hurwit
said that:
Ron Howard Hollywood producer director and the show’s
narrator had this idea to do a single camera comedy that
was as funny as a multi camera comedy His question was,
What if we shot a show in digital video, so we could go very
fast and didn’t have to spend an hour and a half lighting for
each shot, we could ust go out there and start shooting
Could we spend that time sharpening the okes and making
a more ambitious production What would happen if we ap
plied the sensibility of multi camera to single camera ’ 36

The result was Arrested Development, a scripted comedy with a real
ity show feel Instead of the usual three camera comedy in front of an
audience, which would create a laugh track, the show is shot with a
single handheld digital camera, using natural light in most cases to cre
ate the look of a documentary.3 Producer Victor Huso says that with
reality TV and documentary, handheld style being popular, we thought
that would be an interesting way to shoot a sitcom
the show is not
documentary style, per se, but it maintains the spirit and style of that
approach. 3 One critic even stated that the show had a fau documen
tary, cin ma v rit style. 39 While the show looks improvised, creator
Mitch Hurwit says that we write in the line overlaps often. We write
in the stutters sometimes, if that’s important to a scene but it’s a very
tightly scripted show, because we’re trying to accomplish so much in a
short amount of time. 40
Arrested Development’s use of a documentary aesthetic puts
it squarely in line with Mills’ conception of comedy v rit . The show
conforms to five of Dunleavy’s si characteristics of comedy v rit ,
as it 1 utili es the situational premise of George Sr.’s arrest and the
family’s subsequent financial troubles, 2 offers deadpan narration by
Ron Howard as a counterpoint to claims by the characters, 4 strikes
a narrative balance between sitcom circularity and docusoap seriality
with episode specific and season long plots e.g. banana stand hi inks
and Kitty’s attempts to overthrow the Bluth company, respectively , 5
focuses entirely on each of its awed, incorrigible characters with
Buster’s Oedipus comple , Gob’s failures as a magician, Lindsey’s vari
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ous pseudo philanthropic ventures, etc. , and 6 is quite self conscious
with its cinematic presence. The only characteristic Arrested Development does not comply by is 3, that characters acknowledge the
camera and or try to manipulate what is being recorded. 41 With the
e ception of one moment in the middle of its first season, Arrested Development never acknowledges the presence of the camera.42 This is not
a fault, as it merely echoes a difference in ideology relative to documen
tary filmmaking: that is, the unresolved ethical debate as to whether the
filmmaker’s presence in documentary work should be felt by his or her
sub ects, a question which is then implicitly carried over into comedy
v rit . Arrested Development’s conformity to this hypothetical, if not to
Dunleavy’s third characteristic, demonstrates its fit in the comedy v rit
realm.
The question remains: how does Arrested Development’s con
struction as comedy v rit differentiate its comedy from that of the tra
ditional sitcom The application of a documentary aesthetic in Arrested
Development heightens the absurdity of its comedy through two specific
characteristics, both directly related to the series’ mode of production.
The first of these is simply the show’s visual aesthetic, formed through
the use of a single handheld digital camera with no additional lighting or
intense scrutiny. It was previously stated that situational comedies dis
tance themselves from the verisimilitude associated with other, more
serious genres. 43 The use of a documentary aesthetic reverses this, as
the entire intent of the
documentary aesthetic is
“ W hi le the traditional sitcom
to convey to its audience
a t t empt s to artificially conthat what they are view
s t ruc t the feel of the m usic
ing is the camera’s ver
ha l l e x p e r i e nc e , t he d o c usion of the unadulterated
ment a ry aesthetic attempts
truth. While the tradi
t o re-c rea te reality. ”
tional sitcom attempts to
artificially construct the
feel of the music hall e perience, the documentary aesthetic attempts
to re create reality. As it has been adopted by comedy v rit , this tacit
appeal to verisimilitude functions to elevate the show’s absurdity by not
addressing it as such. As stated by Marc Peyser, the best part of Arrested Development is that it treats every inane or insane twist with
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utter seriousness, as if the show were a documentary of the absurd.
The show creates comic effect through the comic contrast between the
discourse of sobriety and the hilarious ineptitude of the sub ects. 44 The
show’s comedy v rit aesthetic acts as a strategy of claiming the real,’
marked by its documentary style as well as its radical deviation from
sitcom form whether the comic is improvised or carefully scripted, it
looks like it ust happened. 45 Therefore by utili ing the comedy v rit
aesthetic, Arrested Development can effectively create opportunities
for producing laughter that hadn’t been there before. 46
The second characteristic Arrested Development features is the
utili ation of inter ection editing and an omnipotent narrator. Though it
primarily claims the look of the observational documentary, the series
is accentuated by still photos and ashbacks which put the viewer in
a position to witness not ust everything that happened to the family but
what might have happened to them many years prior or in front of some
other camera altogether. 4 These sequences are seamlessly interwoven
into the show by Ron Howard, the series’ omnipotent narrator. While a
character may be stating one thing Michael: I’m not lying any more,
Mom , the inter ection of the filmmaker through narration and short
vignettes allows the audience to hear the ob ective truth as Ron Howard
curtly notes: Michael was lying, concurrently showing a five second
clip of what Michael was lying about .4 Humor lies in accessing the
truth of documentary
with the gap between the truth a character
attempts to construct and that which is apparent to everyone else.
Thus the comedy emerges as an effect of the different levels of narrative
which the documentary form offers, where one contradicts the other. 49
Like the show’s use of the stoic documentary mode, Ron Howard’s po
sition as the calm, trustworthy narrator with the ability to deliver lines
without udgment provides u taposition to Arrested Development’s fast
pacing.50 Once again, this contrast between the serious and the absurd,
this time seen through the filmmaker’s interaction with the characters’
stories, heightens Arrested Development’s comedic tensions.
In an interview with The A.V. Club, Mitchell Hurwit claimed
that part of the reason for the show’s ratings problems had been that
Arrested Development was a different kind of show. We really aspired
to do something that wasn’t on TV. And when you do that, you quickly
discover there’s no lead in, because your show’s not on TV. 51 In recent
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years, the sitcom has been said to be oundering. Mills, in articulating
the new concept of comedy v rit , claimed that the commercial nature
of the sitcom makes it an inherently conservative and stable genre, and
therefore resistant to change.52 In his 2004 article for Time maga ine,
James Poniewo ik claimed that Arrested Development was remaking
the sitcom. Summari ing the show’s concept, he states that with its
Sharp okes and nutty family there’s no difference be
tween Arrested Development and [Everybody Loves] Raymond. But Arrested is different in other ways—and thank
God, since sitcoms are in a years long creative and ratings
slump. Wheras most sitcoms are set in that familiar fake
world of couches and canned laughter, Arrested Development looks real and spontaneous. It has no laugh track and is
shot documentary style, in handheld digital video, with sober
narration by Ron Howard Viewers often think the show is
improvised, though it’s meticulously scripted In looks and
structure, Arrested Development is like a 30 min. drama, ust
a hilarious one.53

Critic Lee Alan Hill claims that Arrested is not a typical sitcom. 54 Sit
com e pert Rick Mit likewise said that Arrested Development is like
nothing else on TV, it’s utterly unique there is a sense that the series
has taken the sitcom genre in a slightly different direction, and that’s a
positive creatively. 55 Broadcasting & Cable maga ine asks Can Save
the Sitcom 56 and critic Jaime Weinman calls Arrested Development
tremendously in uential, changing the story from the death of the
sitcom to its rebirth. 5
The adoption of the comedy v rit style not only heightened
Arrested Development’s comedic tensions, but also helped push the tra
ditional sitcom genre away from its stable, in e ible state. As the sitcom
matures, it is now ceasing to resemble its previous self, and has also
begun to interrogate and break down the very characteristics of televi
sion whose forms it is finally beginning to embrace. Comedy v rit ,
then, is comedy for audiences raised on television formats. 5 The will
ing adoption of comedy v rit has upgraded the sitcom for a popular
culture now steeped in the aesthetics, concerns, and even the argon of
reality TV’
and has also contributed to the necessary revitali ation
of one of television’s oldest, most cherished genres. 59 Arrested Devel-
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opment’s willingness to engage in a what if e periment and break out
of the mold has pushed the sitcom to new heights. Significantly, the
inception of comedy v rit marks comedy’s reengagement with its
active social role of criticism
which sitcom has traditionally been
critici ed for abandoning. 60 While short lived, the show demonstrated
that programs can break out of the mold and not only remain funny, but
actually increase their comedic value by engaging with elements from
other genres.
In the end, it appears that Arrested Development was too much
too soon for the sitcom genre. Though it may have helped to usher in the
popularity of the new hybrid form called comedy v rit , the show went
too far against its available audience’s perception of the sitcom genre to
be accepted in its time. In a mock article to The Guardian, creator Mitch
Hurwit outlines eleven steps in a guide to getting a sitcom cancelled.
These include such bits of wisdom as try to do too much for a 20 min
ute program, don’t bother with a laugh track, and add a sprinkle of
incest. 61 Though its comedy may have ended up being too comple
for its available audience, the show has since received a cult following
on DVD and is currently slated for another season and a movie to be
filmed sometime in the near future, with scripts already in the works.62
But while it had a short run, Arrested Development’s contributions to the
sitcom genre and comedy v rit form have not gone unnoticed. By mi
ing in elements from situational comedy and docusoaps into a hybrid
comedy v rit style, Arrested Development heightens the absurdity
of its comedy by treating it with a serious, truthful tone while also
furthering the form of the television sitcom.
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incent Mok loves many things,
which explains why he mistakenly
decided to busy himself with five fields
of study during his undergraduate career. He considers himself genetically
predisposed to excessive worrying, so
he bakes, draws, and makes lists in order to offset impending panic attacks
regarding his future. He hopes that he
will finally have free time after graduating in April 2013, but he’s not sure that
he knows how to properly relax. He’s
currently obsessed with cats, Mexican chocolate, and drag queens. He’s
odd, and he likes to think that this trait
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The Land of Magical Crossroads
Zen and the Art of Not Dying at an Intersection
If Times Square were compressed into a smaller section of
sidewalks cramped with perpetual human crowds, it would be called
Shibuya Crossing. Unlike its American counterpart, with its menac
ing neon under the stormy Manhattan sky, the heart of Shibuya smiles
warmly with electronic banners and giant screens of vibrant colors. It’s
probably a cultural thing—something to do with how the Japanese po
litely make themselves scarce around each other instead of the bald
faced way that American pedestrians wish everyone else were annihi
lated from their path. Even the structures look more welcoming: squatter
and more open faced than the lean, stern towers of New ork. And
whereas Times Square is known for its ashy billboards, Shibuya is fa
mous for its scramble crossing.
Of course, being pretty doesn’t mean that Shibuya isn’t danger
ous. Peril looms as the four human corners of the intersection, each an
an ious mass of tight muscle fibers, consider how to attack: a diagonal
cut across the intersection or a swift, angular curve or maybe a direct
strike forward Which route is fastest? Most efficient? Safe—
ou’re caught mid thought as the light beckons you to step forward.
Behind you, you can already hear the quick pattering of seasoned city
crosswalkers. ou step off the sidewalk, chin up, and pray that the huge
swelling of movement—heading directly towards you—will not carry
your broken body to concrete shores like a helpless beach ball on a gi
ant wave. The crowd nears. ou near. No one shows signs of moving
out of the way, and in your mind, you can already see the bloody, bony
trail that your crushed body will leave on the asphalt. Who knew that the
Japanese could be so cruel
The woman in the suit is right in front of your face now, and you
prepare yourself for impact.
et nothing happens.
Every pedestrian evades each other with neither a word nor an
unnecessary movement. Breathlessly and gracefully, they simply it
about like it’s the most natural thing in the world, converging together
and pulling apart seamlessly. No trail of con ict, broken noses, or even
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the vaguest impression of bumped shoulders. The Japanese, with their
advanced technology, actually embed a telekinetic communication chip
into every citi en’s brain so that they can transmit information without
saying a word. That has to be it.
And before you know it, you end up on the other side. ou check
your limbs, pat down your pockets, feel your face. No part of you has
been maimed, you aren’t missing any chunks of esh, and your clothes
are all intact.
Japan, the land of magical crossroads.
This Is I
Hi. My name is Gasbag McSnivelly, and I’m here to give you
a mundane reason for why I’m here.
We smiled with empty warmth at the speaker. And by we, I
most certainly mean everyone e cept for me.
I was sitting by the windows, staring down at the e panse of
trees outside. Those must’ve been the trees of the park that surrounded
the center where we were staying. This was where we students and the
staff members would find ourselves for the ne t month and a half. I
began to wonder if I’d regret oining this program, considering how my
e periences of interacting with the other people in the group had thus far
been less than e citing: My name is Joe, and I’m ust an ordinary Joe.
E cept I was in Japan, so the generic iteration of what was con
sidered ordinary required recalibration: My name is Johnny, but I am
known as Kawaii Monster.’ And I’m here because I ust adore Japan,
and I’m e cited to buy the entire collection of Naruto in Japanese here.
Or so I had e pected.
But so far, they had surprised me. They dressed like normal
people, spoke like normal people, and didn’t drop references to Japa
nese culture in casual conversation: I’m Alice, and I’m an advertising
ma or, so I’m studying abroad to observe advertising in Japan and see
how it’s different from America’s. Pretty tame by any standards.
I guess they were regular people, though with a semi guilty look
of lying as they played down their real reasons for being in Japan. Well,
most of them seemed like regular people, at least. I could still pinpoint a
few anomalies: the one who spoke softly and said that he wanted to pack
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his suitcase back with cute figurines, the ones with multiple piercings
and hair dyed in unnatural colors, and the one who bowed stif y with
utter seriousness and said in halting Japanese, Pleased to meet you. He
was a white guy, of course.
It’s not that I dislike icebreakers. In fact, I find them useful.
Maybe you think that they’re painfully trite and that no one remembers
each other anyways—What’s the point Alas, my friend, there is one,
and you’ve missed it even though you ust mentioned it. They unite ev
eryone in the solidarity of awkwardness and even give people a topic for
conversation. Man, I hate icebreakers. This is dumb. Oh, my name’s
Terry, by the way. I’m an theater ma or. Brilliant, right See, whoever
came up with icebreakers was actually a genius.
Still, I didn’t care to talk about how silly I found these introduc
tions. But that didn’t stop me from having to greet the class anyways.
I smiled placidly. I got up with an affect of nonchalance and
cleared my throat with my best car salesman at a party who tries to
sell his merchandise without being obvious though everyone actual
ly sees what’s happening voice. How ambitious.
Hi. My name is Vincent Mok, and I’m here to get every one of
you in at least one embarrassing photo. I’ve already nailed a few. I sat
down to laughter and winked at someone whose eyes were still painted
with half slumber. Original without stepping into the realm of weird
ness—my self introduction was a winner.
I turned back towards the window ust in time to notice rain
beginning to pelt the trees.
I Scream. You Scream. We All Somehow Find Ourselves Crying.
The ight to Japan was not ideal.
This is because I hate ying—I always have. I blame a lot of
different things for this.
First of all, the smell of metallic seats and bottled air reminds
me of vacuum sealed goods and ioni ation. It’s like I’m being trapped
in a room full of crackling electricity. I wonder if it’s ust a side effect of
ight or if they have fancy air ioni ers on board, but, considering how
we only get a meager pack of peanuts and a one ply napkin these days,
I somehow doubt that it’s the latter.
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Secondly, we have the air sickness. I’ve wasted a countless
number of their thankfully complimentary bags: Delta, United, Ameri
can, JetBlue, Southwest. Before takeoff, they always nestled neatly in
the ap facing me. Crisp, wa y, and a deep blue that became increas
ingly softened and wrinkled as I wrought them in my cold, persistent
hands during ight. I would always offer them to the air stewardesses,
the poor things, when the bags became unpleasantly warm and swollen
like boils. My track record: over one bag per ight on average, even
counting the one and two hour connecting ights.
Third: the airplane food and scary bathrooms whose toilets
threaten to suck out my soul when I ush. But these are really ust minor
inconveniences in the grand scope of things, and I really shouldn’t com
plain about them. Even if everyone else does.
But then there’s the air pressure and turbulence during ight. I
feel my ears threaten to burst inwards as the pressure pushes against my
brain, and I’m going to die. I’m going to fucking die, and this plane is
making all of these weird dips, and the seatbelt sign is on, but people are
still in the walkways, and I wonder if they’ll hit the ceiling if the plane
starts falling, and maybe they’ll end up leaving dents, and fuck, and shit
fucking shit and having shit-babies.
Then there’s the ever present sense of imminent doom in what
feels like a packed sardine can—a distinctly un se y death. Now, don’t
get me wrong. Claustro
phobia never really both
“ I’m g oi ng to die. I’m go ers me—I don’t mind
ing to fucking die, and this
cramped elevators and
pla ne i s making all of these
rush hour transportation.
wei rd d i ps, and the seatb elt
It’s ust the weird instances
s i gn i s on, bu t p eople are
of confinement—the ones
s t i ll i n the w alkw ays, and
that happen only in movies
I wond er if they’ll hit the
and, for some reason, my
ceiling if the plane starts
life—that really freak me
falling, and maybe they’ll
out and leave me feeling
end up leaving dents, and
constricted. This includes
f uc k , a nd shit fucking sh it
dim hallways
bonus
a nd ha vi ng shit-b abies.”
points for ickering lights
and empty train cars. Stor
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age closets with oddly shaped bundles and too many shadows and
squee-squee-squeeeeeaking shelves in the wind. Just why, exactly, is
there suddenly a draft in here? And giant, metal tubes filled with people
who silently scream and plot the murder of their neighbors in psychotic
episodes. Read: tubes that are thrown 36,000 feet above the ground at
skin deteriorating speeds that would as quickly send me into G LOC as
they would make me wish that I could pass out instead of watching the
scene unfold as I plummet towards the earth, sobbing uncontrollably.
Read: planes.
But worst of all, there are the people. Oh, the people. Oh, the
neighboring passenger whose hand falls into my lap when he do es off,
muttering vague threats of pushing me into the trunk of a car. Oh, the
other neighbor who falls asleep with her hand on the armrest and blocks
my path to the lavatory even though I’ve been holding it in for the past
few hours because I didn’t want to wake her up. Oh, the babies with wet
burps and sharp hiccups, with red faces that tell me ust how much they
also hate this ordeal. Oh, the children who start weeping midway be
cause they miss the security of the earth making contact with their feet.
Oh, the adults who sigh endlessly, looking at their watches for the fourth
time in an hour and wishing that they could have room to stretch, walk,
or even fart without other people so close—too close—to them.
And so I am grateful every time I land successfully at my destination. I
have once again successfully managed to e it the aircraft without maim
ing the fellow passengers who have been invading my personal space.
Reverent Distance
I had already been in Japan five days earlier than the other stu
dents because I had stayed with my dad, who happened to be on a busi
ness trip in Tokyo. I had en oyed my freedom from the compulsions
of mandatory small talk and group activity. The lone traveler in Japan
talked to no one, and no one talked to him in return. I was undetected,
and the solitude had fit me perfectly.
When people talk about the oys of solitude, it’s not that they
want everyone else to die so that they can live in a world alone: King
Shit Eater the First, the last ruler of mankind before he met his demise
by eating feces out of starving desperation. It’s more like everyone
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minds his or her own business, and the people that you encounter out
of necessity—cashiers and waiters, grocery baggers and receptionists—
treat you with reverent distance. No friends ask about your breakup with
the ackass that you’ve been polyamorously seeing I guess I’ve still
got Jake, but Tom was so good in bed and had the most gorgeous sex
eyes , no mother asks if you’ve called the doctor for her yet es, Ma.
I’m getting to it , and no coworker wants to talk about the pet tarantula
that you hate so much Why, yes… Being tickled by Tarance sounds…
lovely . When you’re alone, it’s all about you. All about your wellbeing,
your feelings, and the meandering thoughts that have been back logged
in your mind—and, really, why shouldn’t it all be about you
Tokyo affords this self awareness that stems from having space.
In fact, Tokyo is all about that. For a city so populated, it’s easy to make
it through the weekend without ever having to make eye contact with
more than five people a day.
It’s pure bliss.
Freshman Convocation
Before I left for Japan, I had gone through a weird stage of
panic: What if I go to Japan, and my friends ignore me once I return
What if I’m alone when I get back? On other days, it was better: Everything’s going to be fine. So dramatic. Geez. At times, it was worse: Screw
everyone. No one spends time with me anyways. I’ll be successful and
awesome someday, and they’ll regret having spurned me.
Now that I was studying abroad, I found myself in a similar pre
dicament again. Even after introductions and class distributions, I only
had acquaintances, and I began questioning the distance I was keeping
from everyone. True, I wanted to keep observing so as to avoid social
i ing with the Japan o philes. Because I definitely was in a position to
udge them. Right But then again, I had already figured out which ones
would get along swimmingly with me, and the lone wolf routine was
getting stale and tiring. But I don’t need anyone…
As I uctuated between loneliness and antisocial angst, I kept to
my routine: wake up and get ready, eat, attend class, go to the supermar
ket to buy lunch and dinner, do homework, and rela in the commons by
night. E peditions in Tokyo had to wait for the weekends, lest I find my
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motivation broken early on and leave my grades to suffer unsalvageably.
It’s easier to care about things that you can directly influence. People let
you down too easily.
ou’re such a grandfather, my friend noted over Skype.
No. I’m being cautious. And you shouldn’t talk, Ms. I Went
to Dublin but Was Miserable and Homesick the Whole Time.
Wow. Low blow. But you’re still trying to cover up something
deeper.
I had no witty riposte. I swallowed her words and thought for
a moment. Meanwhile, a group of seven girls gathered in the common
room.
We’re heading to Hara uku to go window shopping. It’s e cit
ing. None of us have been there before, but I’m e cited. She said this to
no one in particular, but, seeing as I was the only not going to Hara uku
person in the room, I imagine that she had directed that to me. But with
out a direct address, I wasn’t going to acknowledge it. Rude.
But it didn’t matter because another girl capitali ed on this op
portunity to speak. I mean, it can’t be that hard. It’s apparently ust,
like, 20 minutes away.
Well, I think Amber knows where she’s going. And so does
Jessica.
They had doe eyed looks of lost wonder and a view of the infi
nite e panse of possibility that lay before them. Maybe one would score
a Japanese boyfriend, or they could meet a celebrity, or they might get
asked to be in pictures—a rather common occurence. They squealed and
giggled and clutched each other, mentally reassuring themselves that
they could do anything as long as they stayed together.
What was this Freshman year of college all over again
I rolled my eyes, fervently deciding against sociali ing, and
whispered over Skype, Do you hear them
Tourist Crises
I don’t believe in acting like too much of a tourist, and I hate
giant groups of them because any member’s blunders and cultural insen
sitivity can re ect poorly on me. And I will have none of that. I chose
to wander by myself instead, seeking out random pedestrians in order to
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get local advice and to practice my Japanese. I mean, that’s why I was in
Japan anyways.
Excuse me. Um, I’d like to humbly request your help. I in
ternally winced as I heard these words, spoken in an awful American
English tinted accent, escape my mouth.
Yes? Eyes wide with shock at my Japanese, either because she
also thought it sounded awful or because she understood the parado
of my e istence: an Asian who, it turns out, is not a native Japanese
but can both speak with proper hesitation noises and use humble polite
vocabulary to ask for directions despite being a shy student studying
abroad. All of this information must have umped across the synapses of
her nervous system within a few milliseconds, which meant that she was
still reeling from the sudden in u of information while trying to come
up with a suitable, inoffensive, Japanese reaction. No wonder every lo
cal had the same half concealed look of confusion when I spoke for the
first time. What could it be?
It’s that I’d like to get to Harajuku. I spoke slowly, purposely
so that she had time to reorient herself. It’s this way, isn’t it
Ah, yes. There it was—the sweet smile that signaled that her
brain had figured everything out. Just keep going straight for a while,
and turn to the left when you hit the junction. It’ll soon be on your right
after you take that left.
Ah. Thank you very much, I smiled, but the sincerity fro e be
fore it could reach my eyes. Wait. Was I supposed to thank her with the
past tense or the present tense? Did I get it wrong? Dumb, dumb, dumb!
No, no, the Japanese way to politely shrug off any recognition
that they’ve done anything e ceptionally kind for someone else. “It’s
just the natural thing to do, you silly tourist. Good luck on your journeys.”
Language Transcendental
Japanese culture requires you to delicately balance politeness
and distance when acting and speaking. Everything from how you ask
for a favor to bowing your goodbyes to someone is a tense power play.
Each party must understand the conte t of the interaction and act ac
cordingly. It’s like a dance where one misstep leads to a giant wardrobe
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malfunction in the middle of a crowded ballroom, and you really, really,
really want to avoid something as embarrassing as that this is Japan,
after all.
I love the constant tension of the language, the feeling of perma
nently walking on eggshells and breaking a few hundred of them every
time I open my mouth. It’s challenging and humbling and refreshing and
humiliating.
I suspect that it doesn’t bother me too much because I’m a non
native speaker, which gives me the advantage of claiming that I didn’t
know that I was calling
the opposite conversa
“I love th e c o ns tant te ns ion
tionalist a hamster with
of the language, the f e el ing
a picka e for a heart.
of p erm anentl y w al k ing o n
But I appreciate the
eggshells and b reak ing a f e w
preset conditions of a
hu nd r e d of t h e m e v e r y t i m e I
first encounter, where
op en my m o uth. ”
each party speaks with
thoughtfulness and care.
It means that I, as a tourist, never have to deal with familiarity and the
blathering impositions of others’ trivialities. Reverent distance.
Instead, Japanese is a language of subtlety and care, meaning
that people are generally polite and agreeable out of cultural e pecta
tions. This also means that there are multiple ways to call someone a
bastard without ever using the word. The Japanese tongue: cynicism
meets respect.
Of Gays, Gazing, and Geishas
I turned 21 in Japan. More specifically, I turned 21 while danc
ing in a club in Japan. And if we really want all of the nitty gritty details,
I suppose I was clubbing in a gay bar in the gay district of Tokyo. And
it was a Thursday night become Friday morning, and the entire place
smelled of darkness and smoke and of cigarettes and whispers.
Of course, I had guilt tripped one of the people from the pro
gram, Alice, into accompanying me rather than letting me go alone to
the gay section in one of the most reserved Asian countries I can imag
ine. After all, feeling like a foreigner was bad enough, and the Japanese
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had been nothing but grace and hospitality to me. So a sudden display of
showy, gay, Asian gaijin tendencies seemed like an unfair thanks for all
of their goodness.
Alice and I had gotten lost at first, and my hand drawn map was
quickly becoming a tattered piece of pulp as the rain continued its as
sault.
Ugggh, what. Are you sure it’s the right way
es, Alice. We were ust here a little bit ago, pointing to a
none istent mark on the map. And we need to go here, a vague stab
in the general direction of somewhere. I had studied Google Maps for
half an hour, and I was sure that I knew where we were going. I think.
It definitely looked a lot easier online, but we passed the station and the
konbini like it told us to.
Okay, okay. Fine. Let’s keep going, then.
We eventually got to Arty Farty, the gay bar that our friends had
recommended to us, but only after peering into its neighboring specialty
shops and taking photos of funny signs and posters that had been trans
lated into pseudo English. Arty Farty was apparently the place to find
gay foreigners—a surprising fact, given its almost impossibly ludicrous
name. Then again, maybe that was the precise reason for its e pat and
tourist popularity. Who said that Japanese humor isn’t universal
On the dance oor of the bar were skinny gays, plump gays,
bitchy gays that gave Alice and me a quick and disapproving once over,
too cool for dancing gays leaning against the wall, older gays who talk
ed to each other in pairs by the bar, and the women who draped them
selves across various gays. Fruit ies, a friend had said in an effort
to avoid the more offensive fag hag. It all looked familiar—even the
one gay who sat alone on a stool halfway between the dance oor and
the bar, fingers sweeping across his phone screen. I don’t know what I
had e pected—a bamboo rocking fountain and drag queens dressed like
geishas
Let’s ust get our drink and dance, Alice. We scoped out the
dance oor. Pretty desolate since most of the people were ust milling
around on this Thursday night. A group of three gays and a woman were
dancing, utili ing the platforms, small steps, and—jackpot—poles.
An ious to move, I downed the rest of my sweet drink and stepped away
from the wall. Alice eyed the way I began to dance and laughed.
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Ohhhh, my gaw. What are you doing But she was laughing,
so I beckoned her over. She set her glass down on a ledge. I warn you—
I can’t dance.
Nonsense. I pulled her towards me.
Whahaha. Make that money I could have sworn that she was
going to slap my butt sometime soon. Whoooo
Meanwhile, my eyes kept itting towards the seated gay, and I
could see his pupils darting back and forth from me to his phone. He was
cute. I feigned nonchalance.
Alice’s Adventures in Vincentland
After a few weeks of battling continual dips between loneliness
and unsociability, I had finally pushed aside some of my pride and began
co ying up to Alice. It’s probably because I knew that she would be the
kind of friend I needed—cheerful and patient enough to offset my surly
attitude. But I know that it was actually because I could sense that she,
like me, housed an undeniably impatient cynicism.
I think it also helped that my broken gaydar, which often fails
at identifying covert gays but pinpoints fag hags with utter accuracy,
blared ABBA’s Dancing ueen as soon as I laid eyes on her. Alice, the
fag hag. Wait. I meant to say, fruit y.
When I invest in friends, I pour myself almost entirely into them
with hopes that they won’t fail me. I found myself studying with Alice,
eating with her, going to the supermarket with her, heading over to dif
ferent wards of Tokyo with her. My brain went into overdrive, caution
ing me against the possibility of disillusionment, but I snapped back: I’m
being careful! I won’t get too close.
As I drew closer to her, I also raised my walls slightly higher for
fear that she, too, might fail me. But my barricades seemed unnecessary
because she only chatted benignly, offering conversation and a listening
ear. Neither prying nor pushing, ust as I prefer.
Flirting in Japanese
Gay culture in Japan is difficult to consider. East Asia is, after
all, reputed for its conservative views and reserved sensibilities. Then
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again, Japan’s infamy for hanky panky also raises questions about why
gay talk is generally avoided while marine animals have been histori
cally depicted in kinky paintings—Google this with care, as you can
never unsee it.
I can’t remember what played as my birthday passed. It was ei
ther Call Me Maybe or We Are oung, or it was something between
the two. It didn’t matter. I ust wanted to dance—American power bal
lads, Japanese sugar pop, Western bubble gum lyrics, whatever. I only
wanted to dance.
And I wanted to do so with the guy on the stool.
But I was closed off, and I didn’t know if Japanese protocol is
the same as American protocol in gay bars. Are flirting and body language the same in every language I wanted to know how his shoulders
moved and how his sides would feel against my palms while we danced,
and I suspected he did too. Or at least his furtive looks seemed to sug
gest it.
Go on, already. Go ask.
What Alice’s sudden words had baf ed me
Go ask him to dance. Duh. Fruit ies have great instincts
sometimes.
No What are you talking about In addition to being surly,
I am stubborn beyond control.
He looks like he’d like to dance, she said, playing along with
my feigned innocence. Why don’t you ask him
I can’t, I said, hoping that it sounded less pathetic to her than
it did to me.
And it was true. Because I also don’t believe in short relation
ships. My program abroad would be ending in three days, and it wouldn’t
work. es, I wanted to know what he smelled like and whether or not
his hands were soft and if he liked sake but hated beer like me. But
of course, it wasn’t practical and wouldn’t be long term. Alice pleaded
some more, knowing that I ust need to be pushed.
Go do it. Just do it.
Well
I bit my lip.
Just go.
I can’t. I ust— I ust can’t.
Can’t ou ust won’t.
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Okay, okay. Fine I want to, but I’m too shy. There. Happy
Well, you’ll regret it if you do on’t, she half sang.
I could feel her starting to break down my defenses. It was true.
The worst that could happen was a moment of awkward refusal by a
stranger in a strange land. But it wouldn’t matter because I’d never en
counter him again.
I looked back up. Too late. He was no longer on the stool. I
looked towards the bathrooms. Nope. The poles. Nope. The door. Ah
There he was.
As he neared the doorway, I saw him look at me, abandoning the
covert looks and turning his entire head to me this time. I imagined how
it would feel to be a person who had spent his past hour and a half on
the stool, looking at his phone and waiting for someone to ask him onto
the dance oor. Someone who had desperately wanted a friend but was
painfully shy and fearful that people would disappoint him. Familiar ter
ritory.
I wanted to run after him and apologi e with profuse Japanese
bowing, but my feet wouldn’t move. He turned towards the e it and
walked out. Dancing started to feel depressing.
Alice left soon as well, and I was dancing on my own, eyes
closed, feeling the rhythm of the music in my body. Still, I felt awkward
and foolish. And no one else was on the dance oor. Alice, you wench.
How dare you leave me on my own? These people probably think I’m a
spaz.
I suddenly felt a pair of hands on my shoulders. I opened my
eyes and readied a witty remark about abandoning poor, little, old me in
a Japanese gay bar. Wench, it’s my birthday.
I might have looked panicked, but I was still moving my body
in the dim light. I imagined that he didn’t notice. Oh. You’re not Alice. I
think I saw him smile drunkenly at me as he held onto my shoulders and
danced, so I assumed that he hadn’t perceived the surprise in my eyes.
But it only made sense for me to move with him, so I wrapped my arms
around his neck. This is what I wanted, isn’t it?
Commodore Perry’s Silent Film
Japan was once a crossroads. In 1 53, Commodore Perry forced
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Japan to abandon isolationism. The move was forceful and meddlesome
in a stereotypically American way.
Japan, Japan, let me in.
Not by hairs of your white man chin.
Then I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll show you my maritime
power, ohoho, laughing at his own euphemisms. We have bigger and
better firearms, dammit.
Oh. White man win. We give up.
And then a lot of high speed bowing accompanied by tinny cir
cus music as the scene continues to unfold in black and white film.
The subsequent invasion of global trade led to the death of Ja
pan’s contemporary culture—massive Westerni ation and the downfall
of the shogunate. Still, Japan is now known for its technology and the
avant garde culture of its youth, and nobody holds resentment for the
past.
One of my dad’s Japanese co workers—third co worker once
removed—e plained it to me. It is because aah Japanese, we look
forward to America. And we learn. Even after the atomic bomb, we
are not angry. We think, We have much to learn.
I have only admiration for the way Japan accepts and promotes change.
But it might also be ealousy.
Running on Wet Pavement
Alice, I need you.
My encounter with the guy on the dance oor had been awk
ward, since I had e pected it to be either Alice or, if the heavens were
smiling upon me, the guy formerly on the stool. But it was one of the
slightly older, I came here with my posse gays. And I found myself
suddenly thrust into his group by the bar, my arm around his neck and
my hand on his chest.
His mouth moved, but I was baf ed. I assessed the situation:
the booming music, the fast words, and his Japanese version of what is
known as the gay lisp. There was no way that I was going to under
stand him, and I found myself okay with that.
But hadn’t I wanted to dance with someone
No, not quite. I ust wanted to dance with Alice and the person
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on the stool. Alice because she was like a mom who strokes her son’s
forehead when he cries about how no one plays with him during recess.
Like a good friend who knows that her friend was once hurt and needs
time for his loneliness to heal. And the guy on the stool He was cute,
but I liked that he seemed shy. Like he would be attentive and careful
with me.
Like Alice was.
And that’s why I was now running along the streets of Shin uku,
trying to find her.
Alice, I need you.
A man stopped me on the street. He held up a sign, but I wanted
to get by.
Sorry. I don’t speak Japanese, I lied.
He blocked my way earnestly. Se . Japanese girl. Se .
What? I backed up, wide eyed. Oh. Sorry. I’m not No.
I didn’t want se or anything so trite and base. I hadn’t even
thought of that when I saw the guy on the stool. I had wanted to dance
intimately, feel like I was special and safe, and see if we could talk about
something transcendental. Like the future. Like ourselves.
So I had wanted intimacy but not se . Or perhaps the semblance
of intimacy: the complete sacrifice of two people during se , only with
out se itself.
Friendship Was that the right word
I kept running, and the sky kept crying. I wiped the rain from
my eyes. My feet were wet, but I had only one thought: Alice, I need
you.
There and Back Again: Travels to Narita
The train ride towards Tokyo looks like this: rice paddy, random
trees, rock wall, forest, sunlight, fields. It’s ust like the scenery from a
Miya aki film, and it suddenly makes sense why his magical settings
seem so real—the landscape is so charming that you believe anything
can happen. ou smile to yourself, thinking of how you couldn’t have
been more pleasantly surprised by anything other than this rustic charm
of Japan, and you focus your eyes once more, and—
What happened? our eyelids close, open, close, open, close,
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open. Blink again and again, trying to figure out if the image before you
is real: concrete housing comple es stretching out infinitely ahead, kids
on bicycles, caricature trucks with cargo, paved roads connecting to the
hori on. Where are the rice paddies Think. Wonder how long it’s been
like this: Did I fall asleep It couldn’t have been, seeing as the school
girls down the train car are still huddled over cell phones and the elderly
woman in front of you is still looking straight ahead, past your shoulders
and into the moving e panse of houses behind you. ou ignore your
suspicions of narcolepsy because you’re curious about how you got into
this town with its urban but still rural feel. ou watch in a cycle of re
newed fascination and interruptions of confusion like a bird that pecks
at hard bread, drops it, and then goes at it with the same intensity of
wonder as before.
And before you know it, it happens again—sprawling suburbia
suddenly shifted into concrete and windows without you noticing. Once
again, you’re speechless, but you know you didn’t fall asleep. So how
did you abruptly find yourself amidst highways and steel wires and giant
skyscrapers and automotive industry ou vow to pay more attention
ne t time, but you never will be able to find that instant where the scen
ery changes despite trying many, many times.
Dammit, you will later think as you once more wander past the
moment of transition, the moment of immeasurable change that passes
by as if it’s the most natural thing in the world.
This shift from the urban to the suburban to the rural happens,
in reverse, as the people from our program headed off to Narita airport.
But we weren’t going go by train. We bused, so it was less of a solitary
ride full of people and more of a somber bus ride after a senior’s class
trip.
We had ust left the sayonara party, where we students had
sobbed our farewell to our host families, friends we’d made, and some
of the program coordinators. I hadn’t reali ed how much I’d miss Tokyo
and the people that I had—more than I e pected to—gotten to know.
I’ve used all of my tissues, I half sniveled, half shuddered as
I shared the last clean sheet with my bus mate. Alice took it, said it was
fine. Out of everyone in my program, I was glad that she was the one
sitting ne t to me.
I had found her, as we promised over the phone, at one of the big
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intersections in Shin uku after running away from the man who wanted
to sell me his employees’ se . Shin uku’s crosswalks, though they lack
the fame of Shibuya’s, are often as fren ied and usually more aggres
sive. But at 1:30 in the morning, there wasn’t much of its usual savage
rush.
Still, I had witnessed the magical weaving of people multiple
times during my trips to Shin uku. People gather on either side, and, as
the light signals for them to walk, they face each other without hesita
tion. They ust walk, trusting that they will make it past the opposing
wave of bodies. Trusting whom The gods Themselves Each other
They don’t know how to fear accidental contact, or the fear at least never
manifests itself on any face. They simply merge together and put all
apart wordlessly, awlessly without ever touching each other. I, too, had
made it through Japan’s crossings many times and never walked into
another pedestrian. But as I thought about my love for Japan’s reverent
distance and the space it afforded, I couldn’t help but be glad that I had
managed, even if only accidentally and only a few days before my pro
gram ended, to brush shoulders with someone along the way and reali e
that I had established connection with another human—someone who
accepted apologies for my clumsiness, who danced though she wasn’t
good at it, who silently listened, and who simply and often impercepti
bly stayed with me.
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Postmodern Authenticity and the Hipster Identity
ABSTRACT
Since its introduction into popular culture in the late 1990s, the subcultural identifier and pejorative “hipster” has come to denote a distinct
countercultural figure. Known predominantly for their ironic aesthetic
style and adulation of esoteric cultural goods, hipsters appear in contemporary media as a regular target of editorial criticism and satire.
A concrete understanding of the meaning of the word “hipster” eludes
most, though its everyday use is almost invariably as an insult to imply a
pseudo-counterculturalism. Two questions motivated this investigation:
(1) What facets of hipster culture make it the subject for such unrelenting scorn, and (2) Why do these trends persist through culture almost
fifteen years later? Through a content analysis of analytic literature on
hipsters, this paper identifies three contradictions in the hipster identity – relations to capitalism, class, and material culture – in order to
examine their function within subculture as well as dominant culture.
Through the interpretive lens of the postsubculturalist, the hipster is
conceived as a postmodern incarnation of subculture, less concerned
with politics and collectivism and more concerned with personal style
and authentic expression.
INTRODUCTION
The term hipster in reference to the contemporary subculture
has the unique distinction of occupying the roles of both a group identi
fier and an archetypal slur. As an identifier, it refers to the creatively
inclined individuals who formed communities within poor urban en
claves prototypically the Brooklyn borough, Williamsburg, but also
New ork’s Lower East Side, Capitol Hill in Seattle, Silver Lake in Los
Angeles, and the Inner Mission in San Francisco, in the late 90s early
2000s.1 Often associated with the phenomenon of gentrification, hipster
communities attracted young adults priced out of other city neighbor
hoods with the skill set to renovate neglected housing. Additionally,
these groups often displayed, and became defined by, a shared personal
aesthetic of ironically presented low culture symbols and appropriated
countercultural fashions. The organi ation of their appearance is often
framed as part of a greater behavioral trend of discovering, filtering, and
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assessing obscure cultural products.
As a slur, hipster is often applied to the aforementioned sub
culture as well as to individuals in more remote geographic locations,
connoting an ethos of superficiality and self absorption. In this con
ception, a hipster shares appearances and liberal viewpoints of real
nonconformists, but is motivated by the desire to create a fashionably
rebellious image rather than by genuine radicalism. Often carrying the
connotation of inauthenticity, the hipster persona is one that problemati
cally vacillates between attachment to marginali ed populations as well
as to the dominant class.2 Although hipsters take on the symbols of the
e cluded and self e iled, they never relinquish their ties to their cultur
ally and economically dominant status.
Both of these etymologies refer to the same cultural figure, al
though the first is more specific in geographic and temporal location.
Hence, the term hipster used in this paper refers to both the actual
locali ed communities of hipsters and the detached the archetypal de
rivative referred to as hipster. Future references to the hipster or
hipster culture in this paper operate on the understanding of hipster
as a generali ed transgressive identity without regard for historical sub
ectivities.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The notion of hipster as a discrete identity as well as a de
fined group relies on a reconstruction of the definition of subculture.
Since its inception, cultural studies has been a dominating framework
in understanding subculture.
Grounded in literary and
“The no t i o n o f hi p s t e r a s
critical theory particularly
a discre t e i d e nt i t y a s w e l l
Mar ism , early cultural the
as a de f ined gro up r el ies
orists positioned subcultures
on a r ec o ns truc tion o f
as cooperative constructional
the def initio n o f s ub c ul responses of working class
tu re.”
individuals to structural prob
lems and contradictions of
the dominant culture within which they e ist. Arguing that through the
collective reworking of symbols subcultures attempt to posit solutions
to perceived social in ustices, cultural studies theory categori ed subcul
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tural practice as a conscious, socially engaged act.
Postsubcultural theory diverges from the traditional conceptu
ali ation of subculture offered by Dick Hebdige and other affiliates of
the Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies. In the first chapter of
The Post Subcultures Reader, sociologists David Muggleton and Rupert
Wein ierl proclaim: the era seems long gone of working class youth
subcultures heroically’ resisting subordination through semiotic gue
rilla warfare.’ Postsubcultural theorists pose an understanding of sub
culture as stylistically and individualistically motivated, replacing the
romantic’ notion of subculture as a means of subversion, contradiction,
and interruption e pressed in traditional cultural studies. Citing chang
es in technology, consumption, and production techniques, they argue
that the cultural paradigm has progressed from modernist enlightenment
and industrial order to hyperfragmented relativism, replacing the ideal
of homogeni ed normality with the ideal of individualism through con
sumerism. As a result, rather than suffering societal estrangement and
marginali ation, countercultural tendencies and independent thought
have transformed into a sanctioned component of conformist lifestyle.
Cultural anthropologist Dylan Clark observes:
Dissident youth subculture is normal and e pected, even
unwittingly hegemonic. Where long hair and denim once
threatened the mainstream, it has become mainstream and
so has the very idea of subculture. Not only are deviant
styles normali ed, but subcultural presence is now taken for
granted: the fact of sub cultures is accepted and anticipated.
Subcultures may even serve a useful function for capital
ism, by making stylistic innovations that can then become
vehicles for new sales. Subcultures became, by the 19 0s,
if not earlier, a part of everyday life, another category of
people in the goings on of society part of the landscape,
part of daily life, part of hegemonic normality. 3
Postsubculturalists argue that the perspective of subculture as class
based, oppositional and discrete 4 erodes when the distinction between
rebels and the rebelled against is lost. The aspirant subculturalist is
robbed of his or her agency, and the potential for politically charged
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symbols is reduced by the threat of instantaneous conversion into harm
less simulacra for the adoption and consumption of popular culture. The
e istential core of subculture as a system of communal deviant e pres
sion is further placed in a position of peril by Western cultural views
in regards to authenticity and individuality. Muggleton cites deeply in
grained notions of individuality and unique personal e pression as a
factor in why rebellious individuals avoid group identification. He ar
gues that group identifications are therefore resisted because they carry
connotations of collective conformity, suggesting a concomitant loss of
individuality that renders their members inauthentic. 5 The e istence
of group boundaries is instead replaced by the liminal 6 subculture, a
heterogeneous collection of radical identities resisting assimilation into
a collective subculture. Individuals with a liminal status have transient
attachments and higher degrees of personal autonomy, e hibiting mark
ers of a greater subcultural while retaining individual identity. Using
the concept of the liminal subculture, hipster can be understood as
a sovereign identity only partially adherent to the mores of a larger cul
ture.
ANALYSIS
The ma ority of cultural commentary on hipsters is quick to
identify contradictions. The most salient of these contradictions can be
categori ed in relation to capitalism, class, and material culture. E
pounded upon in the following subsections are the binaries that charac
teri e hipster critique from the selected literature.
Anti-capitalist/Pro-consumerist
Avid and conspicuous consumption yet palpable disdain for modern cor
poratism have become a hallmark of contemporary hipster culture. The
consumerist image of the hipster encapsulates both the literal aspect of
buying material items as well as the consumption of media, art, and nos
talgia. These tangible and intangible cultural products are appropriated
into the identity of the owner, serving as e tensions of a parado ically
nonconformist ethos. Capitalism offers the raw materials, seemingly in
finite options to be sifted by the hipster consumer. Local businesses,
independent artists or crafters, and thrift stores are preferred retailers al
though such institutions as Vice maga ine, American Apparel, Pitchfork
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Media, and Whole Foods are essential to hipster material culture. Where
an item is bought factors into the equation for determining credibility
less ecologically and socially conscious stores such as Walmart are
spurned, while establishments offering an alternative consumer e peri
ence, one that was differentiated from the harmful practices of modern
capitalism censorship, e ploitive labor, questionable agricultural prac
tices, corporatism, etc. , are sought out and patroni ed.
While previous subcultures have employed consumerist habits
for a rebellious end, what most distinguishes hipster culture as pro con
sumerist is that consumerism is the primary means of self e pression.
Hipsters do not generate new cultural forms, but instead retool old coun
tercultural symbols and tropes. In the New ork Times article What
Was the Hipster, Mark Grief evaluates the hipster’s creative e pres
sion:
One could say, e aggerating only slightly, that the hip
ster moment did not produce artists, but tattoo artists, who
gained an entire generation’s arms, sternums, napes, ankles,
and lower backs as their canvas. It did not produce photog
raphers, but snapshot and party photographers: Last Night’s
Party, Terry Richardson, the Cobra Snake. It did not pro
duce painters, but graphic designers. It did not yield a great
literature, but it made good use of fonts. And hipsterism
did not make an avant garde it made communities of early
adopters.
The hipster’s creative skill set, much like his or her consumption habits,
was cultivated to demonstrate taste and reinforce identity. Critic Doug
las Haddow echoes Grief’s sentiment: An amalgamation of its own
history, the youth of the West are left with consuming cool rather that
creating it.
The anti capitalist facet of the hipster identity is epitomi ed by
the chestnuts you’ve probably never heard of it or I liked
before it was cool : phrases used ad infinitum to mock the hipster search
for the obscure. These punch lines observe a trend in which hipsters
continuously plumb the recent past for things not yet incorporated into
the marketing machine. The selectivity of hipster consumerism favors
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independently or alternatively produced goods, with a slant against the
mass produced, heavily marketed, and poorly crafted. In The Hipster
Handbook, author Robert Lanham notes: Hipsters possess an innate
contempt for franchises, strip malls, and the corporate world in gen
eral Hipsters listen solely to bands produced by independent labels
and steer clear of ma or labels such as Island and Capitol. 9
Music selection is an e emplar of the hipster partiality toward
local and independent producers. Hipster music taste encompasses a
broad range of genres, but personal music selection within these genres
is dictated as much by the sound of an artist as by an artist’s perceived
authenticity. Local and independent music, as well as music from de
cades past can offer the consumer a raw sound inaccessible through the
music of dominant culture. Author R. Jay Magill, Jr. e plains the appeal
of stripped down and honest’ music: Their fans desire albums that are
not overproduced or fed through the market demographic algorithms at
BMG or Sony to find out first what sells before they are made. 10 Hip
sters make a clear effort to avoid music that has been marketing by large
companies, opting instead for the unrefined image of the unknown artist.
Beyond spending habits, the pattern of anti corporatism dictates
the hipster employment philosophy. This philosophy is e emplified by
a sentence from The Hipster Handbook: Ideally, the Hipster is able
to avoid work altogether. 11 Choice unemployment, accepting finan
cial support from family members, full time studentship, blogging, and
working in media’ or other creative careers are commonly associated
with the hipster lifestyle. Part time and temporary work, such as work
ing for a coffee shop, record store, bike courier service, or local bar, are
also popular choices for the hipster type for the reason that it allows him
or her to escape regular work hours, corporate attire, and normal levels
of commitment.
Upper Class Affiliation/Marginalized Group Affiliation
Membership in the middle to upper class is implicit within the hipster
identity. The conspicuous display of stylistic deviance necessitated to
create this image requires both time and money. A person who lacks
these resources is resultantly e cluded. Persons with greater amounts of
time and money are more suitable for the hipster lifestyle because their
lack of monetary restrictions allows them a greater range of products to
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choose from and their lack of time restrictions allows them to perform
the search with a greater breadth. Furthermore, some authors suggest
individuals with a college education and relative wealth have greater
motivation to take on this identity. In his article Was the Hipster Really
All That Bad Ben Davis suggests that the slowing of upward mobil
ity and the narrowing prospects for college graduates has led to an ac
ceptance of nontraditional lifestyles and ironic cynicism. In this model,
those who can afford higher education are motivated to engage in radical
behavior as a result of growing societal permissiveness and disillusion
ment caused by the e pectations and actual realities of life as a college
graduate.
Contradictorily, the hipster aesthetic does not re ect a high
socio economic status. The symbols of non ironic hipster fashion are
without e ception borrowed from marginali ed populations: the blue
collar worker, children, the elderly, nerds, rednecks, and persons
with nonstandard se ual identities. Pabst Blue Ribbon beer, annel, ean
shorts, Keds, trucker hats, thick
rimmed glasses, grandma sweaters,
“ …t he moustache
Parliaments, low fi cameras, mut
i nt ones ‘sexual am ton chops, skinny eans, handlebar
bi g ui ty ,
caricatu rmoustaches, androgynous haircuts,
i zed et hnic origins,
leotards, rompers, dive bars, and
f la gra nt gayness, or
keffiyah scarves are material items
creepi ly self-aw are
whose use was historically limited
s ex ua l potency.’ ”
to a distinct group of consumers and
have now come to be characteristic
symbols of the hipster identity. The metamessages in Magill’s semiotic
analysis of hipster style re ect a trend of affiliation with marginali ed
groups: the trucker hat imparts a strong, don’t take no shit attitude
to the blue collar guys with whom it originates 12 youthful sneakers
e hibit a self styled young at heartness 13 and the moustache intones
se ual ambiguity, caricaturi ed ethnic origins, agrant gayness, or
creepily self aware se ual potency. 14
Cultural commentators suggest that the trend of adopting sym
bols of another class or minority is motivated by the aspiration to rebel
against their own class or to achieve coolness only attainable through
the gritty realism of these groups. Magill asserts that hipsters have tried
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to distance themselves from the upper classes in order to avoid an ul
timately Christian inspired e istence of banalities and pressed Docker
slacks and pained smiles that Niet sche once called a slow suicide:
a petty bore, durable life gradually quite ordinary, bourgeois, medio
cre.’ 15 Much like the hipster’s use of irony, this theory depends on the
premise that hipsters recogni e a fault in accepted e istence of their
peers. Author Rob Walker argues that the source of motivation is not as
noble as others would make it seem. He claims that new bohemianism
attempts at an unpretentious image while disguising its true intentions:
e clusivity and elegance aren’t cool, but e clusivity dressed up in the
artfully tattered guise of the downscale and democratic that’s the cool
est thing of all. 16
Dependence on Kitsch/Search for the Esoteric
The hipster material culture can be divided into two categories: tacky,
mass marketed kitsch goods and obscure or idiosyncratic cultural goods.
These two types of goods are consciously u taposed, but their func
tions within creating a comple and collaged personal style are dissimi
lar. Kitsch goods are bought and displayed with a clear self conscious
ness that e presses the owner’s ironic or nostalgic motives for purchase.
An ironically displayed item functions as cultural commentary, evoking
viewer awareness of the item’s absurd e istence. Take, for instance, a
basic black t shirt screen printed with the image of three wolves and a
moon. Although wearing this item with sincerity is traditionally an ac
tion restricted to children and wolf enthusiasts, in 2009 a version of this
the wolf t shirt became a top seller on Ama on. The Washington Post
identified the source of shirt’s popularity as Internet hipsters, who
gave the shirt over 1,000 five star reviews. An interviewee in the article
described the phenomenon as a case where the shirt is so uncool that
it’s cool. 1 The element of cool in the wolf t shirt and all ironic goods
comes from the blatantly disingenuous advertisement that causes oth
ers to wonder about the realities of the item’s e istence and re e ively
remarks on the owner’s ability to discriminate between items of good
taste and items of bad taste. In his book Chic Ironic Bitterness, Magill
suggests an e planation of the motivations for ironic behavior:
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An ironist sees the ma or thrust of mainstream culture as
an embarrassing problem for his national identity because it
perpetuates illusions, fau moral authority, obvious moral
lessons, and bad taste. Reactionary distancing aestheti
ci ing, ironi ing helps ironists to view these places, items,
and products as something not a part of themselves. They
are strangers in a strange land. They view them ironically or
anthropologically, askew or from above, in either case, from
internally afar. 1
Ironi ing permits that hipster to assert his own distaste for the clich s and
spectacles of popular culture while retaining what David Foster Wallace
calls an e istential poker face. 19 This disaffection presents as cool
ness, traceable back to historically cool cultural figures such as James
Dean and Fon ie.20 Commentator Christy Wampole cites two causes for
the hipster’s adoption of an ironic lifestyle. The first is the belief that our
society has e hausted its abil
ity to produce new culture. She
“…‘a s inc e r e rememargues that ironic living works
b rance o f thing s p as t,
as a pre emptive surrender and
ho w e v e r c o m m o d i f i e d
takes the form of reaction rather
or che es y o r k its c hy or
than action. 21 The second cause
cam p y or e mb arr as s she cites is the Internet, which
ing, r emains r eal and
allows greater media consump
small and b e autif ul … ’ ”
tion and a reprioriti ation of the
importance of virtual life over
reality. Individuals who consciously try to distance themselves with a
nonconformist lifestyle find themselves unable to avoid popular culture.
Hipster irony offers an outlet for e pression of this frustration. However,
the practice of irony implies an apparent ethos of superiority, whether
intentional or not.
The nostalgic function of kitsch purchase stems from sincere
appreciation of low cultural goods. Hipsters preserve childhood items
as well as goods referred to as vintage, from an era that predated their
birth. Preference is given towards unusual old items, ones with an obvi
ous personal history such as those found in thrift stores or at ea markets.
Magill suggests that this trend is motivated by the desire to save items
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that have lost their practical use: a sincere remembrance of things past,
however commodified or cheesy or kitschy or campy or embarrassing,
remains real and small and beautiful because otherwise these old things
are about to be discarded by a culture that bulldo es content once it has
e hausted its economic utility. 22 Robert Lanham also sustains that nos
talgia is a factor in kitsch purchasing, but adds that this trend may also
be a celebration of low culture they’ve been instructed to avoid. 23
In con ict with the glorification of low culture is hipster cul
ture’s fascination with and compulsion to seek out the obscure. Since
material culture is used as the basis of identity, hipsters seek out items
that bolster not only a nonconformist image, but a nonconformist im
age that is unique to that individual. Writer Mark Grief characteri es
the hipster as a rebel consumer,’ someone who adopting the rhetoric
but not the politics of the counterculture, convinces himself that buy
ing the right mass products individuali es him as transgressive. The
right products in this case are fashions and goods from previous fringe
movements as well as modern esotery. In terms of fringe movements
from which to appropriate, the hipster is indiscriminant, drawing from a
multitude of sources items that align with one’s personal philosophy. In
uences from Beat, punk, vegan, anarchist, hippie, and grunge cultures
amalgamate to e press what Davis calls a romance with neo bohemia,
neo collectivism, neo tribalism. 24
Obscure modern items range from arcane art or film to outra
geous fashions to politically incorrect media. The common thread be
tween contemporary goods purchased by a hipster is that they are dif
ficult to appreciate. The appeal in this circumstance is that since few
people will find value in this item, it retains potency as an e tension of
the individual. However, once this item is introduced into popular cul
ture, its appeal is lost. Haddow observes this trend: Less a subculture,
the hipster is a consumer group using their capital to purchase empty
authenticity and rebellion. But the moment a trend, band, sound, style
or feeling gains too much e posure, it is suddenly looked upon with dis
dain. 25 From this pattern comes the trope of liking something before it
was cool. The popular meaning of this phrase is not e clusively refer
ential to apriorism, but also connotes a ustification for the loss of value
in an item. Based on the assumption that funding and a larger fan base
alter a cultural producer’s authenticity, hipsters are caught in a cycle of
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approval and abandonment.
DISCUSSION
Importance of Hipsters to Subculture
The e istence of these apparent ideological contradictions in the hip
ster identity reveals a deviation from the traditional conceptuali ation
of subculture in that subculturalists have a greater tolerance for inau
thentcity and unoriginality. Clearly, the hipster identity does not e ert
a totali ing in uence over the behavior of the subculturalist. Rela ed
adherence to revolutionary ideals such as anti capitalism and natural
ism seem to imply a widespread lack of commitment to radical value
set. Collaging of styles from the past and present, despite their previous
associations, seems to imply
“ Ra ther than the norm
lack of concern with creat
of t he working- class reb ing a cohesive image. Mandy
el, hi ps t ers come from a
Kahn argues that the trend
wea lt hy backgrou nd and
of bricolage may have been
pa ra d ox i c ally use their
a conscious consideration:
pri vi leg e i n order to deny
And after a century of re
thei r pri vi l ege. ”
invention, perhaps nothing
seemed more revolutionary
than borrowing, using, valu
ing than crediting the past, even worshipping it and in doing so,
throwing off the hampering need to invent. 26 Regardless of motivation,
sampling from the recent past demonstrates a divergent way of con
structing the radical identity. Taste e presses personal politics, and style
acts as an e tension of or even substitution for social rebellion.
Another trend indicated by these dichotomies is that a tolerance
by subculturalists is a fragmented group identity. Not only do hipsters
lack coherence within their own presentation, but their presentation as a
group is also highly diverse. As Haddow e plains: Now, one mutating,
trans Atlantic melting pot of styles, tastes and behavior has come to de
fine the generally indefinable idea of the Hipster.’ 2 Variance between
individual hipsters can be attributed to the common ideal shared among
hipsters of individuality. In addition to their natural lack of stylistic and
ideological consistency, hipsters adamantly resist their affiliation to a
larger subculture. Hipsters have been an enduring part of American cul
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ture for over a decade, yet their membership is almost entirely involun
tary. Muggleton hypothesi es that subculturalists resist interpellation
into named subcultural identities precisely because it invokes a homog
enous, stable and uniform notion of subculture that con icts with the
lived reality of their own e periences. 2 The broad trends that unite the
members of the hipster subculture tend to involve a concern with self
presentation, suggesting that hipsterdom manifests more as a lifestyle or
personal aesthetic rather than a subculture.
A third implication of the hipster to the understanding of sub
culture is the limitation of accessibility or privileging of subcultural
identity. Subcultures of the past have often prided themselves on their
democratic ideals, their willingness to accept persons who thought and
dressed like themselves. In hipster subculture, af uence fosters bound
ary and identity maintenance. Rather than the norm of the working class
rebel, hipsters come from a wealthy background and parado ically use
their privilege in order to deny their privilege. Through stylistic self
deprecation, hipsters straddle socio economic lines, but never fully en
gage with the frustrations of the blue collar laborer.
Importance of Hipsters to Culture
The presence of hipster culture seems to suggest an inversion between
the values of dominant culture and the values of counterculture. Around
the same time as the inception of hipster culture, critics such as Thomas
Frank began noticing that mainstream culture had begun to resemble the
radical sensibility: Advertising teaches us not in the ways of puritanical
self denial a bi arre notion on the face of it , but in orgiastic, never
ending self fulfillment. It counsels not rigid adherence to the tastes of
the herd but vigilant and constantly updated individualism. 29 Corporate
brands began co opting the music and poetry of previous countercul
tures, independent and unconventional businessmen were celebrated
as cultural rebels, and The New Individualist began to replace The
Organi ation Man. 30 Value e change occurred in the opposite direc
tion as well counterculture started to adopt the ideals of the dominant
class, particularly the upper class. In hipster culture this appears as the
fi ation with the authentic. While hipsters were not pursuing pure bred
dogs or original Mondrian paintings, the philosophy underlying hipster
consumption is the same. Though the products are different, hipsters too
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seek purity in what they buy.
Additionally, reactions to the presence of the hipster identity
re ect the intolerance of cultural commentators for deviations from laws
of authenticity. As previously mentioned, the ma ority of the literature
uncovered about the hipster subculture, including the literature used in
this paper, e uded a negative slant. With article titles such as Hipster:
The Dead End of Western Civili ation, Why the hipster must die: A
modest proposal to save the New ork cool, and How to Live Without
Irony, these critiques universally emphasi e a disapproval for subcul
tural contradictions. It would seem that outsiders have a higher standard
for hipster authenticity than the persons performing this identity.
Ultimately, the hipster is important because it represents new
understanding of subculture. It signals a diverge from the heroic model
of the working class subculture, toward one that seems to resemble pat
terns of dominant society as well as e pressing a genuine appreciation
for the cultural capital it produces. Hipster radicalism is u taposed with
its self consciousness, its hatred of popular culture with its unavoidable
dependence on popular culture, and its obsessive consumption with its
passion for the independent. The contradictions of hipster subculture are
all too apparent. However, one must consider that the hipster could be a
representation of the broader society in which it e ists.

“ Ultimately, the hipster is imp or t a nt b ecau se… it signals a div e r ge
f rom the heroic m odel of the w o rk i ng class su b cultu re, tow ar d o ne
t hat seems to resemble p atterns
of dominant society as w e l l as e x pressing a genuine ap p re c iatio n f o r
t he cu ltural cap ital it p roduc e s . ”
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